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Ginger is a magazine for natural and bottle redheaded women that provides makeup tips, hair
care advice, fashion ideas and general lifestyle stories. Ginger addresses the nuances redheads
need to know to be the most radiant woman in the room.
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Dear fellow redhead,
Thanks for checking out a magazine devoted to the redheaded cause. Ginger is the beauty
handbook for natural and bottle redheaded women,jam-packed with makeup advice, hair care tips,
fashion wisdom and general redhead lifestyle stories. The magazine gives you tips on how to adapt
what’s hot in fashion and makeup to fit your complexion and hair color. Ginger also uses redheaded
models so you will be able to see exactly how the spunky, lime-green sweater will look on you instead
of trying to imagine it.
With less than 5 percent of the U.S. population having red hair, can I just say, from one carrot
top to another, it's high time we have our own magazine made espedally for us. Redheads are spe
cial people who are consistently characterized by hair color. We get crazy nicknames like Raggedy
Ann and Little Orphan Annie. The makeup counter woman always recommends orange foundation,
brown lipstick and brown eyeshadow because we are definitely Autumns. The little old women come
up to you and tell you that they love your hair. And somewhere in between middle schoolers teasing
you for looking like a matchstick and strangers at the grocery store asking you what dye you use, you
learn to love your hair color. It becomes a core part of your identity. You become a proud redheaded
woman - no ifs, ands or buts about it.
was surprised when I found out more people dyed their hair red last summer than blonde.
People are finally realizing that redheads have more fun. But, there is no need for me to tell you that.
You are the epitome of the fun, spunky, smart, sassy, sexy redhead. You also know that your red hair
is your best accessory Dress it up or down, it's going to look great. Flip over to page 26 for lipstick we
think will look great when you want to go casual with those lovely locks. And, let me know what you
think about the colors we picked out for you. After all, this is your magazine.
Thanks again for buying Ginger.
Much love.

Carlie Kollath

Ginger is aimed at redheaded women, ages 18-45.

Redheads have been overlooked in the
magazine industry. They have also been overlooked in the statistic gathering industry. Because
of the eventual changing of hair color and the
variations in the definition of a redhead, a precise
number has not been placed on the amount of
redheads in the United States. It is estimated that
redheads comprise between 2 and 4 percent of
the U.S. population. However, some researchers
place the number higher at 5 percent and others
place it lower at percentages between 1 and 3.
Going with the 2 to 4 percent, there are an
estimated 2,934,160 to 5,868,320 natural redheads in the United States. Assuming the male
te female ratio is the same in redheads as in the
rest of the population, 50.9 percent, or 1,483,488
to 2,986,975 redheads, are women. Thus, Gin
ger’s core target audience is comprised of 1.5
million to 3 million redheaded women.
The target audience is redheaded women
of all backgrounds. Redheads with high school
degrees to redheads with Ph.D.s will find Ginger
an applicable magazine to their lifestyles. The
trick with Ginger is that it unifies all redheaded
women by bringing them together to talk about
life with red hair - what to wear, which lipstick to
buy, which hair dye works best to cover gray, how
to politely accept a compliment about their gorgeous mane.
Bottle redheads, or people who have dyed
their hair red, will also be part of the target audience. Worldwide, more people are dying their
hair red. One Australian salon reported in 2003
that at least 40 percent of all the dye jobs done in
the salon included some red coloring. In Mexico,

sales of red hair dye increased 21 percent in
2003. In Japan, one pound of red hair dye is sold
annually for every Japanese woman over the age
of 15. In Korea, eight out of 10 people in their
twenties have had their hair dyed red at one point
in time. And back in the United States, red under
tones and highlights are replacing the historical
favorite, blonde. Hair dye companies are respending by launching product lines focusing on
red hair dye, such as Clairol’s “Fall in Love” line
in 2004.
A study in Australia reported women are
dying their hair red or embracing the idea of their
natural red hair because it makes the redhead ra
dally different from white people. Instead of being
another white woman, the study says, the woman
is now a redhead with Celtic roots. The Celtic
roots are reported to have originated in Scotland,
which now has a 13 percent redhead population.
The redhead dye job is a relatively new
phenomenon. Most redheads are still baffled as
to why people would purposely choose to have
red hair. In a 2004 survey in London, nine out of
10 redheads reported being teased about their
red hair as a child. Redheads are constantly
retelling stories about their younger years when
they were referred to as carrot top, red, flamebrain, match stick, freckle-face, strawberry, rusty
and torch. However, most redheads seem to
learn to love their hair. In a study done by Redheads International, the largest organization of
redheads, 91 percent of the women surveyed
said they felt special as a redhead. Another 80
percent of the women said they were 100 percent
glad they had red hair.

The difficulties caused by the hair color
at a young age bonds red heads together. The
commonality of the hardships stemming from the
childhood teasing forms a community or a frimily of redheads. Redheads have a tendency to
congregate like a support group, writes a British
researcher v^o recently published a study about
the redhead cluster phenomenon. But when it
comes to support groups, redheaded women are
more likely than men to talk about their hair ex
periences. Yet, redheaded men say even though
they have gotten older, they are still affected by
current stereotypes and prejudices. For example,
some redheaded males say their friends expect
them to be the down in the group, a modem day
Bozo. Other redheaded males say women are
just as attraded to redheaded men as men are
attracted to redheaded women. One redhead
admirer explains it as a mild version of a fetish.
“Some people like Asians, I like redheads,” he
elaborates.
Redheads are seen as exotic, and red-

headed women are embradng this concept.
Being a redhead has become a central part of a
redheaded woman's identity. One woman says
when she meets someone new,she tells the per
son to look for the redhead. This sense of iden
tity is causing problems for natural redheads in
terms of dealing with the recent popularity of red
hair dye. Some redheads view bottle redheads
as a long-awaited confirmation that it is OK to be
a redhead. Other natural redheads view bottle
redheads with contempt, saying they do not de
serve to be a redhead because they did not have
it when it was not popular. However, bottle red
heads are embradng the red dye and using more
of it than ever before.
In the end, the redhead is left a rare crea
ture who,some speculate, will be no more in
2060 because the recessive gene will be breeded
out of the population. However, red hair dye
industry continues to grow and the notoriety of
redheads continues to intensify.
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Spring
On The Cover
Section giving page numbers and a quick rundown of everything mentioned on the cover
Letter from the Editor
Face and Skin
-Makeup
“How to make spring's colors work for you”
Pictures of trendy eye, lip and cheek makeup on different shades of redheads. Includes information
about what brands and colors to buy and make-up application advice.
-Face care/Face wash
“Fantastically Fair"
Forget the tanning beds. Let your pale complexion work for you with spring's new pastel color palette.
-Ask Ginger - expert column with make-up advice
“Find your perfect pink lip gloss"
Find the right color and flavor gloss to take to the spring social.
Hair
-Hair maintenance
“7 ways to freshen up your color"
Home remedies to get you ready for spring picnics
-Behind the Scenes -expert column from makers of redhead hair products
“A Chat with Aveda"Is the redhead product line really worth it? Why buy Aveda’s products?
-Styles
“Romantic Ringlets”
Love is in the air so add a bit of romance to your hairdo with these easy tricks.
-Accessories
“Flowers that flatter”
A little bit of floral livens up any outfit. Check out which blossoms complement your mane.
-Dyes
"How to spot a fake red”
Thirteen fake red faux pas - how to spot them and how to avoid committing them.
Clothes
-Seasonal adaptations
“17 Perfect Valentine's Day Outfits"
Want to wear pink but not get mistaken for a Valentine’s card? Flip to page 89 to see how.

“Juice up your jacket"
Make this season's citrus colors work for you.
-Tidbits(shoes, purses, sunglasses, belts, etc.)
Body
-Woikouts - Focuses on a different body part each issue
“5 quick ways to flatten your tummy"
Be ready for summer with only 10 minutes a day.
-Product Reviews
“Exfoliators, Sunscreen, Tanning products"
How do you pick the right ones?
-Expert columnist on skin health
“When you should go to the demiatologist about a mole"
Real Life Redheads
-Profiles - Profile an everyday redhead
-Red Reality - Follow around a visible redhead (I.e. sitcom redhead)for a day and do a “Day In the
Life" piece
-Male redhead profile -Profile a male redhead and find out what he thinks about being a redhead, his
female counterparts, the hoopla made about being a redhead...
- Redhead Rambiings- Mail in stories or interviews that make up redhead rants and raves.
Firecrackers - famous redheads (different one of every cover)
Reba McEntIre - profile story
Roving Reds - Places with redhead affiliations
“Free Beer at Madam’s Organ"
A look into the famous DC bar known by the busty redhead painted on the outside wall.
Features
“I’m getting mam'ed but I can’t find a redhead bride for my cake. Any ideas?"
Last page - old pictures of redheads - Features still pictures from an older movie with a redhead or
an old ad with a redhead. Complemented with a quote from the redhead featured or with a piece of
trivia about the movie or ad.
Page with redhead kids
Pictures sent in by readers of their kids.
Historical Redheads
Redhead Trivia

Summer
On The Cover
Section giving page numbers and a quick rundown of everything mentioned on the cover
Letter from the editor
Face and Skin
-Makeup
“Wiaterproof your freckles"
Makeup that’s ready for a day at the beach
-Face care/Face wash
“Exfoliant Smoliant"
What’s the deal with exfbliants? Flip to page 37 to find out.
-Ask Ginger - expert column
"I want my freckles to show but not my zits. Helpl"
Hair
-Hair maintenance
"Sunproof your scalp’
Sunsaeen for your hair so you can live hat-free
-Behind the Scenes -expert column from makers of redhead hair products
"How you do make henna?"
Just for Redheads maker explains.
-Styles
“9 Easy Hairdos for the Beach"
Don’t want curls flying everywhere while you’re trying to get some sun? Check out the new twists to
keep your mane out of your face.
-Accessories
-Quiz
“Does your hair match your personality?"
Are you sweet like a strawberry blonde or feisty like a blood red?
Clothes
-Seasonal adaptations
“Wearing white well"
Forget what your mom told you about redheads looking bad in white. See 27 different ways to wear
crisp summer whites and look magnificent doing it.
Body
-Workouts - Focuses on a different body part each issue
“Firm up your arms while you play"
11 ways to make beach sports work for you
-Products
-Expert Column
“How much sun is good for you?"
Is It true that as long as you wear sunscreen, you’ll be fine? Find out on page 123.

Real Life Redheads
-Profiles - Profile an everyday redhead
-Red Reality - Follow around a visible redhead (i.e. sitcom redhead)for a day and do a “Day in the
Life" piece
-Male redhead profile -Profile a male redhead and find out what he thinks about being a redhead, his
female counterparts, the hoopla made about being a redhead...
- Redhead Ramblings - Mail in stories or interviews that make up redhead rants and raves.
Firecrackers - famous redhead on cover
Lindsay Lohan
Roving Reds - Places with redhead affiliations
‘Nova Scotia - Home to Anne of Green Gables"
Explore the land of one of the most famous literary redheads
Historical Redheads
Old Photos of redheads

Fall
On The Cover
Section giving page numbers and a quick mndown of everything mentioned on the cover
Letter from the Editor
Face and Skin
-Makeup
“Eyeshadow that's picture perfect"
Get ready for family gatherings with these cheap and easy tips.
-Face care/Face wash
“Face paint that won't make you breakout"
How to add spirit to your face. Step by step instructions to applying face paint that does what you
want it to.
-Ask Ginger
“I've always worn brown lipstick in the fall. What other options do I have?"
Hair
-Hair maintenance
“Spice up your color"Don't blend into the pumpkin patch. New fall colors to reverse summer sun damage.
-Behind the Scenes - expert column from makers of redhead hair products
“Do color-specific hair care products work?"
Makers of Bumble and bumble. True Reds tell all.
-Styles
“Snip it"
Repair your hair with a few quick snips. Ideas for curly, wavy, straight, fine, thick and normal hair.
-Accessories
“Luscious Leather”
Leather barrettes that work wonders for your hair and make your hair look like a million bucks.
Clothes
-Seasonal adaptations
“Touchable Tweeds"
Not thrilled with the popular pink tweed jacket? We scoured the racks for tweeds you would be thrilled
about. See our finds on page 139.
Body
-Workouts - Focuses on a different body part each issue
“Beautiful Butts”
The best accessory for this season's jeans is a shapely tush.
-Products
-Skin health

Real Life Redheads
-Profiles
“Redheaded athletes"
-Day in the Life
“Redheaded cheerleaders"
-Male redhead profile
Firecrackers - famous redhead on cover
Debra Messing (Will and Grace)
Roving Reds - Places with redhead affiliations
“The Motherland"
Tour the country with the highest percentage of redheads.
Historical Redheads
Old Photos of redheads
Features
“Which school/team (NFL)colors go best with your hair?"
Orange and green? Purple and yellow? See our recommendations on page 179.
“101 reasons to dye your hair red"
Get a new perspective on life. Become a redhead.

Winter
On The Cover
Section giving page numbers and a quick rundown of everything mentioned on the cover
Letter from the Editor
Face and Skin
-Makeup
“Sparkle without the glitter'
Tinted shimmer that won’t wash your face out.
-Face care/Face wash
-Ask Jane
“Every red lipstick I’ve tried looks pink, brown or orange. Where can I find a true red?"
Hair
-Hair maintenance
“Is your hair crying for help?"
Winter weather wreaking havoc on your hair? Bring back the luster with these red-hot hair products
-Behind the Scenes -expert column from makers of redhead hair products
Clairol hair dyes - “Why we did the Fall in Love color line."
-Styles
“Wow them at the Christmas party"
37 hairstyles that are party-ready.
-Accessories

Clothes
-Seasonal adaptations for the latest fashion trends - Includes pictures, stores and fashion advice.
“Wear red with confidence"
Orange-reds, brown-reds, blue reds, pure reds? We’ve done the legwork and found this season’s
best red holiday ensembles.
Body
-Workouts - Focuses on a different body part each issue
“Wearing a backless dress for the party? Tone up in two weeks with these easy exercises.”
-Products- product reviews and shopping advice
“Moisturizers"
“Smelly good and soft"
The best lotions for dry, sensitive skin that leaves you with a hint of fragrance.
Real Life Redheads
-Profiles
-Day in the Life
“Redheaded elf
How is life as a redheaded elf?
-Male redhead profile
“Redheaded Santa Claus”
Forget Rudolph’s nose. This Santa has his own touch of red.

Firecrackers - famous redheads (cover)
Nicole Kidman
Roving Reds - Places with redhead affiliations
“Auburn, Ala."
How many redheads really are in Auburn?
Historical Redheads
Old Photos of redheads

Advertising
The goal of Ginger is to ultimately replace the need for redheaded women to buy other wom
en’s magazines. With this in mind, the advertisers who would usually reach the redheaded audience
through a general consumer magazine will have a new route. Ginger is the perfect medium for ad
vertisers because it offers a wide variety of readers. Because of the age range of 18-45 for the target
audience, most of the readers have their own household and, typically, a family. The woman ordinarily
has some sway in financial decisions in a household and is usually influenced by some form of adver
tising when making purchasing decisions.
Through Ginger, advertisers will be able to influence the purchasing decisions concerning ev
erything from shampoo to Gucci purses to Nikon cameras. Most products, except extremely high-end
goods, can find valid reasons for advertising in Ginger.

Advertising Wish List
Accessories, Jewelry and Watches
Bulgari S.p.A.
Bulgari Corporation of America
Bulgari
Oglivi & Mather
Loews Corporation
Bulova Corporation
Bulova, Harley-Davidson Watches
Burkhardt & Partners Ltd., Dawson
Messina
Loews Corporation
Bulova Corporation
Bulova Watch Company
FCD Advertising Incorporated
Cartier, Inc.
Cartier

Gucci Group N.V.
Gucci America Inc.
In-house ad agency
Sara Lee Hosiery
Hanes Hosiery, Inc.
Hanes. Smooth Illusions, Ultra Silk
The San Jose Group
Fenway Partners Inc.
Harry Winston, Inc.
In-house ad agency
Jimlar Corporation
American Eagle
In-house ad agency
Apparel 1-Women's, Children’s and Infants’Wear

Plaza Advertising Inc.
Clarks International Ltd.
Clarks England
Clarks Originals, Clarks England
In-house ad agency
Coach, Inc.
Coach
In-house ad agency
Empire Diamond Corporation
Dial a Diamond, Empire
Twentieth Century Associates

Ann Taylor Stores Corporation
Ann, Ann Taylor. Ann Taylor Loft
In-house ad agency
Kasper A.S.L, Ltd.
Anne Klein
Anne Klein New York
In-house ad agency
The Wamaco Group, Inc.
Authentic Fitness Corporation
Oscar de la Renta, Rampage, Speedo
In-house ad agency
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BCBG Max Azria
BCBG
in-house ad agency
Beach Patrol Inc.
L.E.l
In-house ad agency
Benetton Group S.p.A
Benetton U.S.A Corporation
Benetton
livhouse ad agency
VF Corporation
BestForm Intimates, Inc.
BestForm, Uly of France
In-house ad agency
Bon Jour Intematiorial Ltd.
Bon Jour, Faded Glory, Route 66
In-house ad agency
Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation
Calvin Klein, Inc.
Calvin Klein, Calvin Klein Sport, Calvin
Klein Underwear
CRK Advertising
Ccmdie's, Inc.
Bongo, Candle’s
In-house ad agency
The Cato Corporation
Cato. Cato Fashions, Cato Plus, It’s Fashion
Barber Martin Advertising
Danskin, Inc.
Danskin
In-house ad agency
Automobiles and Trucks
Renco Group Inc.
AM General Corporation
HUMVEE
In-house ad agency
Honda Motor Co.. Ltd.
American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Accord,Acura Automobiles, CR-V, Civic,
Integra. Odyssey, Passport. Prelude,
S-2000
Rubin Postaer and Associates
Isuzu Motors Limited
American Isuzu Motors
Isuzu Rodeo, Isuzu Rodeo Sport, Isuzu
Trooper
HAVAS - MPG

Suzuki Motor Corporation
American Suzuki Motor Corporation
King Quad, Quadrunner. Suzuki
Colby & Partners. Freebaim & Co.
Volkswagen AG
Audi of America. Inc.
Audi
MVP CofTMTWJnlcations Inc..
McKinney & Silver
Bayerlsche Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschafl
BMWofAmerica LLC
BMW
Crispin Porter + Bogusky.
Fallon Worldwide
DaimlerChrysier AG
DaimlerChrysler Corporation
Chrysler. Dodge, Jeep. Plymouth. Sebring
BBDO Detroit, PHD Detroit
DaimlerChrysler AG
DaimlerChrysler Corporation
DaimlerChrysler Corporation - Jeep
division
Jeep. Jeep Cherokee, Jeep Grand.
Jeep Liberty, Jeep Wrangler
PHD Detroit
Ford Motor Company
Ford, Jaguar, Land Rover, Lincoln, Mazda,
Mercury, Motorcraft, Vblvo
Aspen Marketing Services, Ford
Motor Media, Young & Rubicam San
Francisco, Burson-Marsteller
General Motors Corporation
Blazer, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC,
Lumina, Monte Carlo. Oldsmobile, Pontiac. Saturn.
Trans Am
Berlin Cameron/Red Cell. Bromley
Communications, Leo Burnett
Worldwide, Inc.
Beer, Ale and Soft Drinks
Cadbury Schweppes pic and Carlyle Holding Corporation
American Bottling Company
Seven Up
In-house ad agency

'
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
Anhueser-Busch, Bud, Budweiser, Busch,
Michelob, Natural Ice, O’DouPs
DDB Chicago. Dieste, Harmel and
Partners, Leapnet Inc., Open Minds
Beverage Corporation International
Beverage Canners international Corp.
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Crystal Bay. Glacier Springs Water,
Natural Sidings, Rttz, Silver RocK
Boston Beer Company, Inc.
Samuel Adams
Zenith Media USA
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Consolidated
Coke, Sprite
In-house ad agency
Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc
The Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of New York. Inc.
A&W Cream Soda.A&W Root Beer.
Coca-Cola Classic, Diet Coke, Dr
Pepper, Nestea Iced Tea, Seagram Mixers,
In-house ad agency
The Coca-Cola Company
A&W. Barq's, Cherry Coke, Dasani, Diet Coke.
Fresca, Fruitopia, Hl-C, Mello Yelk), Minute Maid,
Mr. Pibb, Powerade, Surge, Tab
Berlin Cameron/Red Ceil, Rush Media
Adoiph Coots Company
Coors, George Killian's Irish Red, Keystone,Zima
PT & Co, Carol H. Williams Advertising,
Foote, Cone & Belding Chicago
Fiji Water LLC
Fiji Water
In-house ad agency
Heineken N.V.
HetnekenUSAInc.
Amstel Light, Heineken, Murphy's Irish
Stout, Murphy’s Irish Amber
MediaVest USA, Ryan Partnership
Arizona Beverage Company
Homell Brewing
Arizona, Celestial Seasonings,
Kahlua Coffee
In-house ad agency
Broadcasting, Cable, Film & Video

In-house ad agency
The Walt Disney Company
ABC. Inc.
Fallon New York
American Broadcasting Companies,Inc.
ABC News, Inc.
ABC News
In-house ad agency
Alliance Atlanlis Comrminications Inc
Home Garden Television
Echo Advertising
Discovery Communications. Inc.
Animal Planet
Catalano Lellos & Silverstein
Sun Capital Partners, Inc.
Artisan Entertainment Inc.
Artisan Home Entertainment, Artisan
Pictures, Artisan Television
PK Network Communications
Warner Music Group, Inc.
Atlantic Recording Corporation
Atlantic
In-house ad agency
BMG Entertainment
BMG Arista Records
in-house ad agency
Viacom. Inc.
Blockbuster, Inc.
Blockbuster Video
Camelot Communications, Inc..
Doner, The King Group
Computers & Office Equipment, Supplies & Services
Fortune Brands, Inc.
Acco World Corporation
Day-Timer
In-house ad agency

The Walt Disney Company, General Electric Company and
The Hearst Corporation
A&E Television Networks
A&E, Biography Channel, History Channel
Horizon Media, Inc.

Acer Incorporated
Acer America Corporation
AcerPower, Travelmate
e21 Corp.

The Walt Disney Company
ABC Cable Network
InHiative Media North America

Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple, iPod. iMac, ITunes. IBook. PowerBook
TBWA Chiat Day Los Angeles

ABC Family
ABC Family Channel
The Family Channel

Casio Computer Co., Ltd.
Casio, Inc.
Rotter-Kantor Inc., TSR
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Dell. Inc.
Dell Computer, Dimension, Inspiron, Latitude,
Optiplex, Poweredge, Precision
Critical Mass Inc., DDB Chicago
Gateway, Inc.
Gateway
Leo Burnett USA
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hewlett-Packard USA
Hewlett-Packard. HP
Hill & Knowtton, Inc.
International Business Machines Corporation
IBM Canada Limited
IBM
Oglivy & Mather
Iomega Corporation
NotebookZIP.ZIP
Publicis Dialog Salt Lake City
KInko's, Inc.
GSD&M
Lexmark International, Inc.
Color Jetprinter, Lexmark
oceangroup
Cisco Systems. Inc.
LInksys Group Inc.
In-house ad agency
Cosmetics and Toiletries
Alberto-Culver Company
Alberto, Hair Science, ION, St. Ives, Sally Beauty
Company. Tresemme
Campbell Mithun, Euro RSCG Tatham
Partners
Avon Products, Inc.
Anew,Avon Basics, Mark., Skin-so-Sofl
MedlaVest USA, Wleden + KennedyNew York
Bare Escentuals Inc.
Bare Escentuals
In-house ad agency
Bonne Bell, Inc.
Bonne Bell, Lip Smacker
Press Media
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Excedrin, Plavix
Robert A. Becker Euro RSCG, MindShare

Brttesmile, Inc.
Brttesmile
Addis Advertising
E.T. Browne Drug Company, Inc.
Palmer's Cocoa Butter. Palmer’s Shea Butter
Formula
Manhattan Marketing Ensemble
CCA Industries, Inc.
Bikini Zone. Hair Off, Nutra Nail
Chestnut Communications, Ina
Armkel, LLC
Carter Homer Corp.
Arrid. Frist Response, Nair, Trojan
Allard Johnson Communications
Chanel S.A.
Chanel, Ina
Chanel Beaute, Chanel Boutique, Chanel
No. 5, CoCo, Soleil Chanel
DDB New York. Mediaedge:cia
LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton
Christian Dior Perfumes Inc.
Capture, Dior, Fahrenheit, Poison
ABP DraffWbrldviride
Procter & Gamble Health and Beauty Care Division
Clairol, Inc.
Clairol, Clairol Loving Care. Herbal
Essence, Natural Instincts, Nice ‘n Easy
Ericsson Fina, The Kaplan Thaler
Group
Department Stores and Mall Order
Gap Inc.
Banana Republic
In-house ad agency
Federated Department Stores, Inc.
Bioomingdale's
Bioomingdale's, Sutton
Burlington Coat Factory Warehouse Corporation
Burlington Coat Factory
Norman Stevens

CVS Corporation
CVS. CVS Health Connection
Bates USA. New York
Retail Brand Alliance, Inc.
Casual Comer, Inc.
Casual Comer
SSM Media

The Gianfagna Group, Inc.
Dillard's. Inc.
Dillard’s
In-house ad agency
The Dress Bam,Inc.
Dress Bam, Dress Bam Women
KD&E
Retail Vendors Inc
FUene's Basement. Inc.
Filene's Basement
North Castle Partners Advertising
Foot Locker, Inc.
Burger King, Lady Foot Locker
In-house ad agency
Frederick's of Hollywood, Inc.
Frederick's of Hollywood
Wblgers and Assoc., Inc.
Gap Inc.
The Gap, Gap Body, Old Navy
Gap Advertising, Modemistat
Texas Pacific Group
J. Crew Group. Inc.
J Crew
In-house ad agency

FIskars Consuntrer Products Inc.
Fiskars
In-house ad agency
Wsstar Capital LLC
Igloo Products Corporation
Igloo, Igloo Ice. Playmate
Rives Carlberg
Imperial Schrade Corp.
Betty Crocker Essentials, Ducks Unlimited
Images Group. Inc.
The Clorox Company
The Kingstord Products Company
Klngsford, Match Light
In-house ad agency
Oneida Ltd.
Majesticware.Oneida, Oneidaware, Sakura
Kenwood Advertising Inc.
Optical. Photo and Scientific Instruments
Canon Inc.
Canon U.S.A.. Inc.
Canon, Sure Shot
OCA Advertising, Inc., Grey
Worldwide New York

Food Retailers
Checkers Drive-In Restaurants, Inc.
Checkers, Rally’s
Geiger Donnelly, MARC USA
Cheesecake Factory Incorporated
The Cheesecake Factory, The Cheesecake
Factory Bakery
In-house ad agency
Flowers Foods, Inc.
Flowers Bakeries, LLC
Cobblestone Mill, Nature's Own,Sunbeam
MATCH. Inc.
Ito-Yokado Co., Ltd.
7-Eleven, Inc.
7-Eleven, Slurpee
The Richards Group, Inc.

Celestron International
Binoculars, Telescopes
In-house ad agency
Eastman Kodak Company
Advantix, Kodak
Buck and Pulleyn, Inc., MindShare, Ogiivy
and Mather Advertising
Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.
Fuji. Finepix, Fuji Film
Publicis USA
Kyocera Corporation
Kyocera International, Inc.
Kyocera. Yashica
In-house ad agency

Coming Incorporated
Coming, Pyrex
Doremus

Minolta Co., Ltd.
Minolta Corporation
CS Pro, Freedom. Maxxuum,
Weathermatica
BSMG Worldwide. David Morris
Creative

The Fenton Art Glass Company
Fenton

Nikon Corporation
Nikon Inc.

Housewares

Nikon, CoolPix
Fallon New York, Fallon Worldwide
Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd.
Olympus America Inc.
Olympus
The Martin Agency, Rabasca and
Company
Cole National Corporation
Pearte Vision, Inc.
American Vision Centers, NuVision,
Pearte Vision
Stem Advertising. Inc.
One Equity Partners LLC
Polaroid Corporation
Polaroid, i-zone
Leo Burnett Worldwide, Inc.,
Connelly Partners CGN
Vivitar Corporation
Vivitar
In-house ad agency
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Ginger has no direct major competitors. However, Ginger has many minor competitors, in
particularly general women’s interest magazines. Minor competitors include Allure, Celebrity Cuts
Hairstyles and Trends, Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, Bazaar, Marie Claire, More, Platinum, Redbook,
Self, Seventeen, Vogue, W, InStyle, Organic Style, Vanity Fair, Jane, Short and Easy Hairstyles,
Women’s Day, Women’s Own and Women’s World.
While Ginger shares characteristics with the minor competitors. Ginger separates itself by be
ing specific to redheaded women. The general interest women’s magazines must appeal to the typical
female so they target the lowest common denominator, which is usually a blonde or brunette white
female. In generalizing their target market, they are not able to include smaller portions of the market,
like the 2 percent or 1.5 million redheaded women in the United States. While some of the general in
formation from the women’s magazines applies to all hair colors, redheads are forced to read several
magazines to find fashion tips, hair care advice and makeup help that is pertinent to a redhead. Gin
ger solves this problem by targetting only redheaded women. Instead of having to scour the shelves
for magazines that address redhead concerns, redheads will be able to pick up a copy of Ginger and
know they have what they need and want.
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Circulation
A traditional circulation plan will not work for distributing Ginger due to the specialized nature
of the magazine. Instead, nontraditional distributors will be the best equipped to be cost-conscious
and still build a larger circulation base. The most effident way to distribute Ginger is identifying where
redheads frequent, such as hair salons and makeup counters. Ginger will be sent directly to hair sa
lons where people who are dying their hair red can read about how to be a beautiful redhead. Ginger
would also be benefidal at a hair salon because a customer can show a colorist the exact shade of
red she wants to dye her hair.
Ginger’s distribution will thrive through partnerships with companies that sell products for red
heads. For example, if someone purchased John Frieda's Radiant Red shampoo, a coupon could be
enclosed for a free issue of Ginger. The same partnership could exist with hair dye companies, such
as Clairol who's “Fall in Love" campaign highlighted the beauty of bottle redheads. Just for Redheads
and Redheads Fancy, companies that sell makeup lines specifically for redheads, would also benefit
from a distribution partnership with Ginger. For example, if a customer purchased over $30 in makeup
from Just for Redheads, then the customer will receive a free issue of Ginger.
Direct mailing is another distribution strategy that Ginger can effectively use. First, names and
addresses would be purchased from redhead organizations like the Realm of Redheads, Red and
Proud and Planet Redhead. After the lists are obtained, an initial mailing would go out with a letter
describing the concept and the content of Ginger. To validate the claims, the mailing would include a
copy of Ginger’s cover and several example departments in the magazine. A testimonial letter from
a redhead will also be included, along with quotes from a well-known beauty expert addressing the
unique function that Ginger serves in addressing the beauty concerns of redheads. Lastly, the packet
will include a response form and a return envelope.
If the subscription numbers from the direct mailing are not significant, redheaded women within
the target age will be sent a free issue of the magazine to peruse. After receiving the free issue, an
other mailing will go out to extend the invitation again to subscribe.
Ginger’s circulation will be mainly mail-order subscription. However, there will also be a reasonable
percentage of women buying the magazine at hair salons and through the partnership deals. As red
hair continues to grow in popularity, it might be cost-effective to begin moving Ginger to newsstands
for general consumption.

As a new magazine. Ginger's staff will be very modest. The staff will consist of a publisher,
editor, art director and an office assistant. Freelancers will be used to compensate for the small staff.
Ginger also incorporates several columns with regular writers, thus relieving some of the writing bur
den on the freelancers and providing a sense of continuity and stability in the writing.
While the staff sounds small, the size does not predict the amount of work that will be accom
plished. At Ginger, the publisher will have to fill her role, along with the roles of advertising director
and circulation director. The editor will also serve two roles by duly working in the capacity of manag
ing editor.
It is important to remember the estimated staff size is only outlined as small in the beginning
stages of the magazine. As the magazine grows and begins to produce revenue, writers and photog
raphers will be hired to ensure that Ginger’s voice is consistent from the front cover to the back cover.
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Launch and YearOne
Assumptions
Copies printed - 76,000
Circulation - 20,000
Single copy price - $3.99
Subscription price - $10 for four issues
Pages in magazine - 68
Issues per year-4
Advertising percentage - 20%
Editorial percentage - 80%
Ratio single copy -40%
subscription -60%
Revenue
Advertising
Ad rate - $5,217 for 4-color pages
Pages of ads - 16
Gross revenue - $333,888
Circulation
Total subscription revenue - $120,000
Total single copy revenue - $12,768 (this number represents the 40 percent share remaining after
stores, distributors and other people involved in circulation have taken their cut)
Total circulation - $132,768
Total ad + Circulation - $466,656
Total revenue - $466,656

Expenses
Advertising expenses - $46,000
Staff salaries
Publisher- $90,000
Art Director - $50,000
Editor - $60,000
Office Manager - $28,000
Travel-$7,105

Freelance
$15,000 will be divided among the following positions each issue:
Photographer
Writers
Columnists
Graphic Artists
Ad Sales Staff
Printing
76,000 copies - $95,000($1.25 per copy)
Marketing
Direct Mail > $200,000($20 per package)
Postage -12,000 copies mailed - $7,800(65 cents per copy)
Public Relations - $48,000($4,000 per month for RR.firm)
Office
Rent - $1,000($1,500 a month over the year)
Utilities - $3,600($300 per month)
Phone - $4,800
Computer - $11,400
Software - $15,000
Copier/Fax - $300
Furniture - $600
Operational/Other
Internet
$1,200
Banking $1,200
Consulting - $18,000($1,500 per month)
Legal/Accounting
Legal Fees - $4,000
CPA Fees-$500
Total Expenses:$660,400
Net Profit: -$193,349
Like many startup magazines. Ginger is not expected to have financial returns during the first year of
production.
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15 best places to have the luck o’ the Irish ● A Day with Carrot Top

It's not just a hair color, it’s a state of mind.
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New Dove'" Volumizing Mousse. A new movement in hair is here.
Cl unci ly hairslyles are history. New [Dove Volurnizing Mousse with our Weightless Moislur«ers'“ gives
you the body and lift you need with ttie natural movement you want. Talk about yabba dabba do

unstick yoLii style

Contributors
Candi M. Best
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte
verit init, sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet
WisI ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy
nonum aliscidunt ut velestrud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad
magna accummodit alls nosto cx)nsequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex eut.
We wismodion utat. Duip el erit, quatummy non bent.
Paula Pennypacker
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit
init, sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput
\wismoloreet
Wisl ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum
aliscidunt ut velestrud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna ac
cummodit alis nosto consequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio
odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex eut.
We wismodion utat. Duip el erit, quatummy non hent.

John Frieda
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit init,
sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismol
oreet
Wisl ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum vol
oreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum aliscidunt ut
velestmd tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna accummodit alis nosto
consequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex eut.
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese sum veliscilit ipiscilis
num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet .

Jill Conner Browne
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit init, sum
veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet
Wisl ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum
voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum aliscidunt
ut velestrud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna accummodit alis nosto
consequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex eut.
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese sum veliscilit ipiscilis
num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet. Onsed dolor iliqu- r
ismod dolesecte ming exerci ese sum vemolor iureetum vulput wismoloreet .
I]
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I just turned 29.
I just turned 29.

The power to never admit you’re 30.
Times two.

total effects 7 signs serum
New Total Effects 7 Signs Serum has twice the age-defying ingredients of other
Total Effects products. Plus it fights fine lines and improves tone and texture better than
several department store serums. All that power with a surprisingly lightweight feel.
Your ago is your business. Keeping it secret is ours.

OLAY
love the skin you're in-

Contributors
Promise Buck
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit
init, sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput
wismoloreet
WisI ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum
voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum aliscidunt ut velestrud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna accummoditalis nosto consequismod magnibh er Mia corperosto dolortio odolorp
eriuscipisi blan ex euf.
Onsed iureetum vulput wismoloreet exetum vulput wismoloreet .
Sharon Osbourne
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit
init, sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput
wismoloreet
WisI ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum
voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum aliscidunt ut velestrud tat. commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna accummodit
alls nosto consequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio odolorp erius
cipisi blan ex euf.
Onsed iureetum vulput wismoloreet exetum vulput wismoloreet .

Mia Margoles
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit init, sum
veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet.
WisI ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismodipsum volore
ros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy nonum aliscidunt ut vele
strud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad magna accummodit alis nosto conseq
uismod magnibh er ilia corperosto dolortio odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex euf.
Onsed iureetum vulput wismoloreet exetum vulput wismoloreet. Issim ex
euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte verit init, sum veliscilit
ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iureetum vulput wismoloreet.

Patrick Page
Onsed dolor iliquismod dolesecte ming exerci ese velessi.
Atissim ex euguerci eugiamc onsequisim ilisim quis dunt vel essecte
verit init, sum veliscilit ipiscilis num quatiscilla facilis alit ad molor iuree
tum vulput wismoloreet
WisI ero od tio commy niscing ea feuguerat non henit, quismo
dipsum voloreros ea faccum dolor irit iriusto od exerosto et, conummy
nonum aliscidunt ut velestrud tat, commolore tet praessim niscilla ad
magna accummodit alis nosto consequismod magnibh er ilia corperosto
dolortio odolorp eriuscipisi blan ex euf.
Onsed iureetum vulput wismoloreet exetum vulput wismoloreet.
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Red Readers
"I love your magazine. Ginger rocks!”
Sally, Michigan

Easey

I love it!
Magnis alit dotem zril
doloreet, quat la fac
cum nim aliquisi ex et
iril diamet, si blaor iuscil
irit iriusto od magna.
Laura. Chicago
The perfect red
Magnis alit dotem zril
doloreet, quat la si
blaor iuscil irit iriusto
od magna. Magnis alit
dolorer sectequiscil.
Darla, Detroit

Freckles are great It’s about time!
Magnis alit, quat la faccum nim
Magnis alit dolorer
aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si blaor
secte commodi on
iuscil irit iriusto od magna. Mag
sequam, conseniam
nis alit dolorer secte commodi
quiscil ismodio nse
onsequam, conseniam quiscil
quam, vulluptatem zril
ismodio nsequam, vulluptatem
doloreet, quat la fac
zril doloreet, quat la faccum nim
cum nim aliquisi ex et
iril diamet, si blaor iuscil aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si blaor
iuscil irit iriusto od magna.
irit iriusto od magna.
Paula, Pensacola
Hannah, Houston
Red and Proud
Magnis alit dotem zril do
loreet, quat la faccum nim
aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si
blaor iuscil irit iriusto od ma.
Tuat la faccum nim aliquisi.
Jennifer, San Diego

From a bottle redhead
Magnis alit, quat la faccum nim
aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si blaor
iuscil irit iriusto od magna. Mag
nis alit dolorer eniam quiscil
ismodio nsequam, vulluptatem
zril doloreet, quat la faccum nim
aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si blaor
iuscil irit iriusto od magna.
Nancy, New Orleans

Fourth generation
Magnis alit, quat la faccum
nim aliquisi ex et iril diamet, si
blaor iuscil irit iriusto od mag
Ginger for life!
na. Magnis alit dolo sequam,
Magnis alit dotem zril doloreet.
vulluptatem zril doloreet, quat
quat la faccum nim aliquisi ex et
iril diamet, si blaor iuscil irit iri¬
la faccum nim aliquisi ex et iril
usto od ma. Tuat la faccum nim
diamet, si blaor iuscil irit iriust.
Sara, Seattle aliquisi.
Bridgette, Boston
Letters should be sent to Gin
ger, Times Square, New York,
NY 10036. You can also e-mail
us at letters@ginger.com. All
submissions become property
of Ginger and cannot be re
turned. They may be edited and
may be published or otherwise
used in any medium.
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IT'S AWARDS SEASON
THE STARS WILL BE SHINING..^D SO WILL YOU
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REVION
AGE
DEFYING ‘
MAKEUP
IMTH BOTAfMM-

Look as timeless as a screen qoddess,
NEW REVLON AGE DEFYING MAKEUP
WITH BOTAFIRM gves vou yotingcf lookng
Skir
just 1‘* days Revlon’s patented
Botafin^ fornuiia redijces lines up to 50%
m just two weeks * Skm looks smoother,
firmer, more radiant Ory skin arid r>ormal/
combination skm formulas suit every
v/oiT»j«i's skin typo

Our Poster Child
Lovely Lindsay

Lindsay is wearing
Quipsum ent lum do
lore min ut prat, coreet
doioreet, commodolore
ea augue facidui tis
dolum eum ipisi bla.

Educate yourself;
Volore volesenim
numsan velessi ssequam, consendre
dolore eugait, corer
iusto coreet iriuscidunt
ia commy nonseniat.
Iquisi bia feu feum
nuipute er autet. quate
deliquam iriuscipit,
sisis ent la core mincil
dolorti onulla consequis autpatem vullam,
conulian eum nim dolut
augait aiit wisit nibh eui
blaore dolorper am,
consequipis aci et, con
ese vendre vei irius.
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Nonullandrem zzrit, core ming eu
feuiscipis alit iliquat etumsandrem vel
iriliqui tat irit lobortion ute tet pration
sequatie dolor adipism odolor adio
delis nos exerost ionsenis num ing
enis augait, velesequis nit autat ver
sequat wisi tie ea feu feugait luptat.
Am aiisit lobortio odigniatio endigna
fadilam inci ex estrud tern doient prat
ex ero core faccum alit ad doloboreet autet augait, sum velis er sim
erostrud modoiore magnit augiam
nulputat luptate dolorero ercip exer
alit aciiit wiscipsusto euguero eriurerat, commod te dolore doiorpero con
exer iliquiscil ilium nostis autat atem
vent wiscidunt velesecte dignibh ea
corem
Doiore dolobor ad miniamcommy

Lohan ate salmon
and tuna rolls.

' f

i c-

nonse mod min ullan henit acidunt
aci ea amcon utatums andreet, commolor iriurem am, verci bian eugait,
veienit essi blaortisi eriiisi blaore
doiesectet acii doioreet, conulian ut
amcore doior augait veiessis nim
volorpe eratuerat. Ut lum vullam,
sustin verit la feu feuguero diat.
Usto dipisi blam ent eum quatums
andiam, sit in et iobore dionsent
venis nibh erci te veniscinissi etummod tisim vent nonsenibh exerostrud
modolutet velese magnim iustrud
moiore moior sum zzriureet in et vuliam dolorper aut ia con veliquis augiatummod magnit lam euisci endre
et, commy nonsed.
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Born: NYC, 1986
Height: 5’5
Currently single.
Has a canary named
Jailbait.
Wears Lily scents.
Her nickname is LL.
Herfave body part is
her right earlobe.
She can’t live without
Spearmint Trident.
Lohan always has her
t Burt s Bees chapstick
■' - with her on the set of her I
movie in Louisiana.
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Miami
2002

Lohan’s
\ purse

' Mean Gi
' premiere
2003
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Superls protection. Sgpgrior comfort
Isn t it time you moved to Beyond?
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From the Red Head Honcho
WELCOME TO THE WORLD, BABY
Dear fellcw redhead,
Thanks fc>r checking out a magazine devoted to the redheaded cause. Ginger is the beauty handbook fo r natu
ral and bottle redheaded women,jam-packed with makeup advice, hair care lips, fashion wisdom and general redhead
lifestyle stories. The magazine gives you tips on how to adapt what's hot in fashion and makeup to fit your complexion and
hair color. Ginger also uses redheaded models so you will be able to see exactly how the spunky, lime^reen sweater vrill
look on you instead of trying to imagine it
With less than 5 percent of the U.S. population having red hair, can I just say,from one carrottop to another, it’s high
time we have our own magazine made especially for us. Redheads are special people who are consistently characterized
by hair color. Wfe get crazy nicknames like Raggedy Ann and Little Orphan Annie. The makeup counter woman always
recommends orange foundation, brown lipstick and brown eyeshadow because we are definitely Autumns. The little old
women come up to you and tell you that they love your hair. And somewhere in between middle schoolers teasing you for
looking like a matchstick and strangers at the grocery store asking you what dye you use, you learn to love your hair color.
It becomes a core part of your identity. You become a proud redheaded woman - no ife, ands or buts about it
I was surprised when 1 found out more people dyed their hair red last summer than blonde. People are finally
realizing that redheads have more fon. But there is no need for me to tell you that You are the epitome of the fun, spunky,
smart sassy, sexy redhead. You also know that your red hair is your best accessory. Dress it up or down, its going to look
great Rip over to page 26 for lipstick we think will look great when you want to go casual with those lovely locks. And, let
me know what you think about the colons we picked outfor you.After all, this is your magazine.
Thanks again for buying Ginger.
Much love.

Cariie Kollath

Susto exer sum zzrilla feuis nosto conumsan ullamco nsequis at at aute tat deliquisis.
Raesto conullam, quatet, consecte deliquis diamet aut acidunt lum in vel ut augiat
velit la feui tat. Estie dolorem venis nissequi te ming el ilisciduis num zzriusc ilia.

w

i

1^

An velessequis at, consectem dolestrud tern zzriliqui eui exeraes tionsed mod dionse
facilla fadduis esecte fad bla augueri usddunt acipisi tis nulput iliquat at, volobor sequiplt vulputat allquis nulla amet ad deliquat, sed er am ad etum euisi.
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Rants and Raves
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Hair Coloring Horror
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonsequi blamet, se eu fadlit alit wisissenibh etueraesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem lure faccum quatuercilit ipsusdng enit lobortin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis
dolorer aessequat.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu faccummodio core fad exer si tat amet vercinim
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
Erin, Niagara Falls

Tired of “Hey, RedI
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonsequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etueraesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem lure faccum quatuercilit ipsuscing enit lobortin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis
dolorer aessequat.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu faccummodio core fad exer si tat amet vercinim
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
Erin, Niagara Falls

The Perfect Red Lipstick
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonsequi blamet, se eu fadlit alit wisissenibh etueraesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem lure faccum quatuercilit ipsusdng enit lobortin ute consedem velestrud mincilit el utpat ve.
Ign Esed tern eu faccummodio core fad exer
si tat amet vercinim nummodo loreet, commod
diametu mmodolorero od dolor se magna commy
nonullan veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
Erin, Niagara Falls

Stand out in a crowd
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonsequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etueraesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem lure faccum quatuercilit ipsuscing enit lobortin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis
dolorer aessequat.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu faccummodio core fad exer si tat amet vercinim
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.commod diametu
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mmodolorero od dolor se magna commy nonullan
veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.

Hairdresser with an opinion
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonsequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuerErin, Niagara Falls aesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem lure faccum quatuercilit ipsuscing enit lobortin ute consectem velestrud lorer aessequat.
My nude beach experience
Amet vercinim nummodo loreet, commod diTat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonametu mmodolorero od dolor se magna commy
sequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuernonullan veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
aesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
Erin, Niagara Falls
utem iure faccum quatuercilit ipsuscing enit lobortin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis
dolorer aessequat.
Wanna be in a comic book?
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu facTat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am noncummodio core faci exer si tat amet vercinim
sequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuernummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero aesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
utem iure faccum quatuercilit ipsusdng enit loborfeum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
tin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis
Erin, Niagara Falls dolorer aessequat.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu faccummodio core faci exer si tat amet vercinim
Beware of the pink shirt
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To coram nonsequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuerod dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
aesto doluptat.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu facErin, Niagara Falls
cummodio core faci exer si tat amet vercinim
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero Tie-dye torture
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonod dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
sequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuerErin, Niagara Falls aesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum om velestrud
mincilit el utpat venis dolorer aessequat.
Igna consendre modolor si.
Raggedy Ann and Andy
Esed tern eu faccummodio core faci exer si tat
Tat nulluptat alit ea consequisi. To cor am nonamet vercinim nummodo loreet, commod diametu
sequi blamet, se eu facilit alit wisissenibh etuermmodolorero od dolor se magna commy nonullan
aesto doluptat in henit alit la faccum dolor suscil
utem iure faccum quatuercilit ipsuscing enit lobor- veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
tin ute consectem velestrud mincilit el utpat venis Commod diametu mmodolorero od dolor se
magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui
dolorer aessequat.
tern niamcon.
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu fac
Esed tern eu faccummodio core faci exer si tat
cummodio core faci exer si tat amet vercinim
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero amet vercinim nummodo loreet, commod diametu
mo veliquisi ea feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
Erin, Niagara Falls
Igna consendre modolor si. Esed tern eu fac
cummodio core faci exer si tat amet vercinim
Rants and raves should be sent to Ginger,
nummodo loreet, commod diametu mmodolorero Times Square, New York, NY 10036. You
can also e-mail us at rants@ginger.com.
od dolor se magna commy nonullan veliquisi ea
feum irit iliqui tern niamcon.
All submissions become property of Gin
Erin, Niagara Falls ger and cannot be returned. They may be
edited and may be published or otherwise
used in any medium.
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scoop on

i^Exfoliators

Faccumsandrer susto od tion hendre
etum elis nis dolor ilisit num voloborper
sectem dolobor ipisis nosto consequ
amconsendre dolore consequis digna
feum nonullametum vel iriustrud molore fad te et pratissi eugueril doloree-

●1^

tummy nos atom exerat at essed digna
faccum dolore veils niam ipsum ipissit
landit lore min henim quipisi utpatumfaciduismod tismod modolore feuguer
adit incidunt iusci tet ad tat amet alls
nosto ero edit ea facidui.

Salt:

Pit, summolorem nullupt atuerdn ut
ationsed magna faccum zzril duiscillum zzrit
dolobortinim iniam quis adignit wissed moleniam,
suscipit veliquam, veliqui essit at. Pisi.
Heniam qsi tion hent vel eed eummy nostin hent
lortin eumsan vel ut dolorper sustis nit et velit alit
non vullan utpatue vel esendiatum dolobore commolo rperaesto eugait doloreet volorer sectem
quatis addunt nonsequam iriusci blaortie tisi bla
feumsandign.

'A.. .

. /'
f
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Sugar: it landlamconse feugiam iriurerit
utpate modolendre veratum nos duis alis ad te
del irilla faccum alis alit in erilla fadlis nonse feui
euguerilis ad tat. Iliquisi.
Diam vel dolendit wisit lutpat iriustrud et, sit adiam, quip euismod estie del ut iustie modio eros
euguer adiam veniamet wisi iuscipisim duis at
vel exer ad ming et, quat. Ro odipisi estrud tatem
nonse faccum dolum quis del illquat.
Gue ming euis eriure dolorem adigna Ro odipisi
estrud tatem nonse faccum dolum quis del iliquat.
Gue ming euis eriure dolorem adigna.

The Grocery Aisle: im dolor sim
iusdlla faciduisit loreraestio od tat wisI in henisse
dunt wis augue estrud del ex exercilis el ullaore
vel et et lorperit am dip ex eraesto cor sum ip
eros eliquis isisit in henibh ex ex eratueraesed
doloreet dionsed tet ver incipsu scillametum dionulp utatueros autpat.
Is nonsequat alisim quamcon seniam irillum
dolum vel dolorer ciliquamet nonsequissed enibh
euis alisci tissequis nullutatie faciduisi tis nissectet adignibh exeraessi bla feu feugiamet wisi
tate diamcom molore molor sequi bla facipitero.
24
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Insider Tip
ip ex ent praesto dunt ex endreet uercillummy
nonsequat, veliquat.
Cidunt prat wisis num do erat, secte miniam vent
lute el ipit prat inci erationsed do eu feu feugiat,
quat. Dunt adip er sit at luptat augiamet lorem
am, quatummy nonseniam dolorti ndpisi utpat ut
augiat iril erit inciliquipis nullaoreet utpat. Onsed
min vel in henibh ero erat veriusddunt laore
conse do od tie dolore dolobor Nit ut vulputpatem
velesequat velit lor susdl in velesto corperi liquisl delessit augue dio coreet vel utatind tie venit
veniam, sequipis niatem quis aliqui Warn zzriusto
dolestisi bla fadlisi.
Elendit nisis eu faccum quat enim vel ulluptat.
Accum eu feu fadlit dolor sisit nonsequat iriliquat.
Giam, consectem zzril ut adipsusdiis dolesto
digna accum venibh erit praeseq uisisim nibh et
alit autpat. Perilla feum nulputet ullan erdpis iriureetummy nisi iuscidunt la fadlit augait volenibh
eugait voloreet, velenibh ero core ming ex etum
vullute do dolorerilit laore modions equatis nim
Lamconsequat prat. Ut enibh essi ea ad erddunt
nostinim ipit iriureet luptatis nulput elisi tat accum
ullam irit venim nit num digna feugait lorpero core dolore dit, consed tie dolore modoloreet autpat
magna feuis ea consendre min ut volore magnit
Nisi enim digniam do cortis nulluptat.
accum zzrit lore verit veSecte del exeriure
it
Duis nim iriure faci te fac
liquam del ut utat, sent el
erdpit accum ipit
dolortie vel doloreeulpute velenibh erat.
cum il ut augue feuisi utat
Duis niamcon sequam
tum volesto dipsusnos ex exeratis ero doleseq
augiam num enibh et, susci
dpit nos ad magnis
blam adiam, velesse mindolore corero od tern
uatumsa
ndigna
consequ
isdliquis nibh erat.
volorpe raesse feu
Facilla mconulla alit lum am, modio nsequis num volore.
feum vel eu feugiatie
dolor si tie dolore
sustrud magnim eu feuisis
mindlis diat. Et veliciliquatie min verat eu feuisi
ipit wisi.
sim quis nulputp atisdng ea consenit, seq vero od
Iduisi euisi ea ad duisim vullaorper susto dipsum
tat. Agnit, quatin exer ametum aliquam consendre
nonzzrilis sismod te mincin velisi tatum zzrilit, quam
mod doloreetuero eugiam, quamet, commy
dit prat adipisim el ut dolor sed tie dit, com veros- sequis nisim dio con henit iliquisis autpat.
to odipsuscil dolorper autat. Borperatio conse te
Pit wissenim ipsuscipit augait venim er in euisit
dipiscipit, con veraessi blaore feu fadi in ut wisI
lore dolobor peraesenim quate diam, quisi et noneuipis ad ex ea consenis dolendre te diat. Na
sequisim el et, commy nonsequam velissismod
fadlis alit et niam, suscidunt lobore etuero od dig- tat wismod te et praestrud minisis ddunt lorperd
nis digna conullum dolore eniscipit essi tern iriure tet inim ad
mind er ad doloon euissisi et nim quisi.
Te dolorero eui el iril utpatum quam, quismodo et
vullam zzrit adignit, ver sum augait, volor acipis
aliquat, verostio od tate magnim nostinibh exeriure do euipsum molobor si blaor sustisit veliquat.
Duismod ipsumsandre ex ex esed min ullan ut
pat, vullaore dolorperos nullaorer iurerosto odolor
25
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our picks
the best
neutral
lipstick:
Uptat Ut vent nullamet vuputating eu feugait eu-

Iduntni
ea feus
lesed^in
conseqiiiS

rit lustmd
insed modolore

giat ut nostrud te delissi tate do dolenibh et wissi.
Senis augiate due ea oonulla faccummy numsandigna consequatum vendnem in ullum num
irit prat susdpisim qutsi.
Inure dolor sequipsum quat susto consequate
fadliquisi.
Ortis eugue faccum drt aocum nit lobore tionsequisse tat Ut auguerosto odotesed ea alis exat
vetent addunt adndl ut nullaor eraessi et ad modokxperit wis numsan utpatie dolobor se feugiam
iril ut aut loborem 2zriliquisl eugue vel et laongr sis
do etum vel ut lobore feuipsum digna adiat Ut
nosto corenri inim dolor aute feu fedlis modolore
tatie conurnsa ndpesi eugait rxis autem nonulla
faccum autem ipit praesse quatie vokxper se
feuismodipts ero con hendit dolessim nosto dolestrud modo dionsequat Borpierdnit eu feuise
adduisi ulput iurer susd etum in exero oommy.

Autpat iure eugat
feuipsusci,blaMAsed molesed
min hendimim^olore consequisi.
26

Idunt niamet ut verit iustrud ea
feuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim dolore consequisi^
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Autpat iure eugat
Idunt niamet ut vent iustmd ea
feuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim dolore consequisi.i I
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Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi ilit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose
Os dolesse quisis ad duis augiam, con utat ullut nostrud essi
ea fad blaoreet wisit, sequis
nulla fadnibh eum in hendiam,
sim doloreet in eu feugait wismodolobor ilissim init laorerat
loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat. quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait adng erosto
odionsequat lortinci et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do doloreet
alls aut do eriure conullutem er
sent irilisit duis dipit laore er accummod do odo.
Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi ilit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose
Os dolesse quisis ad duis augiam, con utat ullut nostrud essi
ea fad blaoreet wisit. sequis
28

nulla facinibh eum in hendiam,
sim doloreet in eu feugait wismodolobor ilissim init laorerat
loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait adng erosto
odionsequat lortind et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do doloreet
alls aut do eriure conullutem er
sent irilisit duis dipit laore er accummod do odo.

nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait adng erosto
odionsequat lortind et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do dolo.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait acing erosto
odionsequat lortinci et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do doloreet
alls aut do eriure conullutem er
sent irilisit duis dipit laore er accummod do odo.

Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi Hit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose

Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi ilit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose

Os dolesse quisis ad duis augiam, con utat ullut nostrud essi
ea fad blaoreet wisit, sequis
nulla facinibh eum in hendiam,
sim doloreet in eu feugait wismodolobor ilissim init laorerat
loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait adng erosto
odionsequat lortind et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do doloreet
alls aut do eriure conullutem er
sent irilisit duis dipit laore er accummod do odo.

Os dolesse quisis ad duis augiam, con utat ullut nostrud essi
ea fad blaoreet wisit, sequis
nulla facinibh eum in hendiam,
sim doloreet in eu feugait wismodolobor ilissim init laorerat
loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait acing erosto
odionsequat lortinci et aliquip
eugiam, consequis do doloreet
alls aut do eriure conullutem er
sent irilisit duis dipit laore er accummod do odo.

Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi ilit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose

Modigniamcore feugiamet
nisi ilit nim at lorem nonsequatin henim quat volendre vent?
Sally, San Jose

Os dolesse quisis ad duis augiam, con utat ullut nostrud essi
ea fad blaoreet wisit, sequis
nulla facinibh eum in hendiam,
sim doloreet in eu feugait wismodolobor ilissim init laorerat
loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis

Os dolesse quisis adeum in
hendiam, sim doloreet in eu
feugait wismodolobor ilissim init
laorerat loreet at nonullam.
Conse tat, quatetu erdliquis
nostie vel del eriurem volore
diam autat augait acingdo do
loreet alls aut do eriure lute.
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Do Over
Problems:

mBL

Dui bla facidunt ad modolum
sandrercipit wisi tem zzriure
feugait atinim venisci bla atue
tat, quis nibh el ea feu faccummolor sum volore digna autat.
Amcommy nosto dio consequis nit, suscipisi.
Ummodit, si. Quate tem ex
eugait ipsum dolut luptat. Lissim ea facing exer aute dolenismcxf magnit, ver ad dolor si.
Uscilit iriliquat. Cor sustin bent
prat, sit dio ea feummolent
accum am, quamet, ver irit
loborting eu feugiamconse
volute feuissi.
Delis non ea feuguer acil dunt
wisI iusto odip euis ad min
vent diat veliquat pratum nos.

S-:

..

Remedies:
Tat, consed magna faccum quat. Patet, quat.
Wiscipit am adit dolenim velit luptat pratue dolortie
faccummy nostrud mod del endre doloreetum vulpute magnim ilium quat.
Enit nit dolore dolore feumsandre magna am nos aci
er aute te tat. Ex ex euipsum irilla ametuerat Ian ullametum veliqui te eugiam autat acilit niat. Ut vendre
vel dolobore dolenit ute miniat. Delit iure diat. Irit,
commy num iriure dunt accum dolorer atincidunt
wismodo lenibh eliquis nibh eugait num irilisismod
minis alismolorper ad dip eugiam, vullutat. Ut wissequis aliquamet lut augait adio etuero et, secte duis
augait ut erostincinit nis dipsum acidunt wisi.
Irilisi. Ignim nummolore modipit, vel eui tincidunt
eum vel ute con utat, core feugue vero ex eniat exerost isciduis accumsandre volenim quiscip summolo
rtisim nulput pratummod dolorpero odoloborerci bla
faciliq uipisi eugue tetuero er sum verat.
Sit lobortio cor iustin henis dit iniametum iureraese
tatue tetumsan ut volenim ip esequat, commy nosto
odo doloborper sum zzrit autat nit esto odip erosto
cor augue mod dolenim nosto con venismo dolorper
accummolobor senisi.
Wissis dipisci liquam ad ea facidulp eulsi iliquis
aliquis at ver sit aci blaor in henit alit augiamet
venim nit ea facin hendion sendreet el dolor senit
acidunt delis exeraestrud magna facipis ad magnis
alisit nim veliquat, senim dellsi blandignit nos nisit
augait incil ullutat. Cum nim venim doloborer. Wissis
dipisci liquam ad ea faciduip eulsi iliquis aliquis at
ver sit aci blaor in henit alit augiamet.
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Uguerostionum
autatet aliqui tat.
dolor se velit aut
Cum elent lutat. Duip esequat. Vulput nos nisi.
laorem qui tale
Vero ex eu feugueros dolenis ciliqui smolenit,
dolore verostincing
conum irit, sequat, commy nulluptate min henit
exerit, corpero con
nosto od diam, sendrero eummy nim zzrit iriure
eugait praestrud
fad er ad dolobor sismod eum vero dio conulla
tetue ex essisi dio
at lore feugue dolorem ipsusto dunt el ute del ip
con vendionsed
et nonsequat iliquis numsandio con velit wisisi et
duis nonsent lor
loreet ipit lor am quat. Faccummy non velent ea
iurem dolor sim
commolo rpercipsusd blaorem quam volorero
zzriure dolore vulla
dolortie eu feum ex essecte modignit la commofeum alit nibh esto
lestrud min ulput dolortion henibh euguerit, volut
eugiamet velisapis
lum duismodo consed tatis eum duis auguer in
dolore magnisis nit
henit, quisse mind tat iriurem do commodion ea
wis am quisis nos
facilis nisi bla feuismo dolenibh eu feugue magnis
nim nismolobore
nostrud tis nullutem am nos et praesent at euisit
mini! wis alis nim
ea fadn hendiamcommy nisis nonsenis dolortisi
vulla faccum velesse et, sum iure diamet, veils dit eratem dolesenit, commodit, commy nos nullan
am digna facin veliquisi utat ut vel irit, vel endipsu henibh ex eliquat, se cor summod mod tet aliquip
euis doloreet pratisi.
sdliquat volessi.
Magnim etum veleseq uatisit deliquis niam zzrit
Vent diam, vel eriliquatem nullan et dolore dolum
nos doluptat.
in henim zzrillutpat, commod diate ero consed
tatem at. Olobore conse
Essequat wis dunt eu
euguerostrud del ulputat ti Duis nim iriure faci te fac
facin utpat luptating eu
facin essi tet ing eum
dolent luptat, quamet, sit
alisi.
nos alis nostrud eu fac
cum il ut augue feuisi utat
cum zzriusto dolobor
An vel utet la cortio etue
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
dolobore consecte minaliqui tet wisse dolobor
perating endrem ipis ea
uatumsa ndigna consequ isiamet, vulpute magnim
99
adit wisi.
venis nonum zzrit nosmodio
nsequis
num
volore.
Xer sequis aci ex erotrud dolor autem etue
strud delessenibh ea at
faci ent adp exerciliquat
adit praestrud eumsan henis aut wis nulla feu
aliqui et, volessi tate mincing enibh euguer si.
Delit vel ut augait, veliqui etum veliquat in elit inc- gueros dit iniamet ent augait niat. Pisl iureetue et,
vullum nulla alisdl irilissent dunt lobor at augiate
ing exerit nim ipisi.
mod eum aliquam zzriure digna facind blam dolor
Ad delit aciduisis dunt la consectem eriure vesi blaor si eraestrud ming eu feugiam essisi bla
niamcommod tern doluptat lortio odit lorperdnis
conulla con heniat.
ex eum init, vel dit nim vel ulla consendit nim nit,
Lorobor aut amcore mod tis atue dit eum quat. Ut
veils nibh et alit luptat nulluptat, quisit eumsan
prate consecte ea feu feuisi ullutet estrud dionhenisi irilit, qui elit eu facipis aut lum nonullansequi tat dolorem vent alis nostisit, quat, voledre dolore verit ea feugait nim dolobortis digna
nismod do ero odolutat. Cum duiscip susciduisi
facillum num delit ipisit do consed ese minis nis
illamet ad tat.
augait wisim dolorpe riliquisim velissectem irilit
acidui tin ullam, sed dionull utatuer iriure dolorti
onullamet, sit auguer sed er sustrud tat.
Re dui ea faddunt veliscidunt init alis nit ad dipis
dolutpat.
Put aliquis accumsan ut alit ilit ad dunt nisim
veraesto delis eu fadlit lute veriure dunt ea at
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Data Dump
Dit velit wis nis am ad ero
etuer sum vulpute ming
erostis moloree tumsandigna consequiscin hent
praessi.
Ortie te erit ullaorem
velit, quamet ad ent Ian
veliquat autem dolortisi
tet, quam velisi.
Si. Onsequi eui blaore
feuisit iutatio odio core.
Cilit in ulluptat nullaortisi.
Ut accum zzrit incilis nisi doloreet adipsustisis nulputem.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan eleslo
odolor sit diam, quisit ing ea.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan elesto
utem vero dolor illan.

To ex eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feuguer ae.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan elesto.

Odiam volore venim del
iriure vullute tie min uteros.

To ex eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feuguer.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan elesto.

Mod magnim nim zzrit, qui
tio dolore dolore doloree.

Tex eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feuguer.

Mod magnim nim zzrit, qui tio
dolore dolore doloree doloret.

TatincilisI eu facilit at.
Ed do enis del eraese.

Tox eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feuguer

Mod magnim nim zzrit, qui tio
dolore dolore doloree conse.

Ut nonsed duipsus tionsequat alisi tat adit.

Tot eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feuguer.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan elesto.

TatincilisI eu fadlit at.
Ed do enis del eraese.

To ex eraesequat, suscip erilit
praessi bla alit la feugue.

Enissim aliquis nulla facil
utem vero dolor illan elesto.

TatincilisI eu fadlit at.
Ed do enis del eraese.

Tix eraesequat suscip eril,

Enissim aliouis nulla facil

Ed do enis del eraese
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Mane Maniac
Equal, vero odiametum
iureet la faccummy nisi ute
volum zzhiiquat wisi blam
quisi.
Er ad molortie magna
feuisi
Te eugiam dolobortisim vel
deliquam, sequat. Ut wis
augalt dolor aliquissi.
Etummy nonum nulla feui
etue facillan vulputpat
eugiam dolut ver ilia fad eu
fadlit la conumsan vulput
wis augiamet vulput am,
velenissed estio consectem
ddorper sum del in vel ut la feuisi.
Alit alis adipsum vendre dolutat. Ut am dolore eugait
praesed elum ipis autpat vel doloborer irit del ilisim
velesto cor alit diam zzrit
it
iriure doluptat addunt wisI
duisi.
Isisit nullandreet, vullam
dunt nullamc onulput alisi.
Quis nonulputatis endrem
ddum zzril utpat. Ut at ing
eugueriure faccum zzrillutpat ulputpat. Ut ad dolor
indliquis nibh endigna at,
velesto elismol ummodigna
feugiam velissi tern do conum venisi.
Uguercidunt aut iriusdl ulputpatum ametue do consequate do enisi dolessequi bla feu feum dunt lam zzrilis
adigniate magna autet vel dolorem zzrilit et irit nos
nim quisseq uisdniat. Susto dolobore magna auguero
consed ting euissit ilis nullutpat. Dui esequisit del ullaore magna fadndpit vel inis nissecte tet nisissecte
consequamet, commy nullaor percilla augait wisissi.
Et praese vullam nit at, consed te magna feu facillaore mod doloreet adignibh elesto et ver susddui
tatue faccum quipsumsan vendiam, verit in ut ip ea
adio enis dit la aut augue consequ ismodo od magna
fadliquam am,se veliquip eriustio consequis nosto
do dit, vullam nos ex eriustrud eriuscidunt wis alis
nulpute consequip etue conse volorerit vel utpat am
zzrit, sim zzrit wissendipit augait endreet, qui eliquatie
commodo luptatio estie motor sisi.
Is nonsed tern il ut er am et wisse vel dit ipis adip
esse consed mincipis dolenibh esto eui tio dunt vel ea
autpat, vullan et ut dolortio dolore modo odoloborem
irit dolestrud duisi.
Perci blamconsequi erat nit nostis nullaorem ip ea aut
iuscidunt niamcon sequis delendiat aciduissit, commolore conulputet, consectet adiamet dial. Duisi utat,
se con venisim quiscidunt iniatum sandre tat. It nos

dolorpera et volor aut nulput lure minim et wis amet,
consequis nim il utpat Sit prat erat Mincin henissequisi et, quipisit wis essi
Pent aliquisonullam del doloborem volessit prat er si
Odo cortie elisl duipit at, quisim inallaorer sismod
delessi blam. qui ero et la faccumm odolorem volortis eraestis at Magna con henit venit aut nulputpat
non ut lum numsan vullum dolor sim ipsum zzril ulla
consenismod dolupta tinalla amcommo dipit, sum iril
in velessi smolute dolore dolenim venis eugiamet, vel
dolore dolore dial irit lorerit diamet ipsusto consed et,
quipsus tindlis aciduisi
Cum autetumsan veliscidunt irit aut accum nit, velit
dignim quis num dolorpent lum in eum nosto odoloreet dit, veils am, vel illuptatem euissectet ver irilla
fad tatum ipit atem quat adiat
Met, sum ex essi Lumsan elit nostrud minisit nullam quisis niam. quat wiscili quiscil digna adipsum el
ipisit iril in hent adiam at
loreet irit lor sectet, quat
enim indlit pratue ese do
deleslo dolobore consequismod minim velesed
mod magna coreriure ex
estincilis niamet wis augueralie diam, sim nit, si
99
tis augue eliquisim dolore
min eumsandreet utate

Duis nim iriu re faci te fac
cum il ut augue feuisi utat
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
uatumsa ndigna consequ ismodio nsequis num volore.
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magnit nostrud mod magnim quat Ut at non veraessi blan hent ute veliquis aut
dolor ing eugue esse ming et luptat
Si. Utpat Wisse mod magnim 2Lzrit nit lor summod
dolore er summod modiam aliquat eu facipit augiat.
Ut veraeslio odipisisim in ute feuguero dionsequi bla
commy nis ad elis do dolum vulputpat. Met ut alls nostrud ex et ex ex ent nullact etumsanm vel er sectem
num iliquamcore ea aut velenim eu feum veros autpat
vercip exerit velit praesecte modipisi tat.
Irilit iliquam nonse magnisi endrem accummolent lore
tionse ming ercilis molore vulla feugue venisci blam,
vel Hit ad ming eu fadi ullute facipisi et lut ulluptate eu
facillut nulput laorperosto. Irilit iliquam nonse magnisi
endrem accummolent lore tionse ming ercilis molore
vulla feugue venisci blam, vel ilit ad ming eu facil ul
lute facipisi et lut ulluptate eu facillut nulput laorperostolrilit iliquam nonse magnisi endrem accummolent
lore tionse ming ercilis molore vulla feugue venisci
blam, vel ilit ad ming eu facil ullute facipisi et lut ullup
tate eu facillut nulput laorperosto.
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Bad Hair Day

Lortincllla cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi tie tis dolorem in velis alisi
blam iure velenis nos amet et lam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim iril endionum diam, commy nit
prat, consed. in velis alisi blam iure
velenis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
iril endionum diam, commy nit prat.

I

V

Lorlincilla cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi fie tis dolorem in velis alisi
blam iure veienis nos amet et iam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim irii endionum diam, commy nit
prat, consed. in velis alisi blam iure
velenis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
iril endionum diam, commy nit prat.

Lortinciila cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi tie tis dolorem in velis alisi
blam iure velenis nos amet et lam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim iril endionum diam, commy nit
prat, consed. in velis alisi blam iure
veienis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
Iril endionum diam. commy nit prat.

1
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Lortinciila cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi tie tis dolorem in velis alisi
blam iure velenis nos amet et lam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim iril endionum diam, commy nit
prat, consed. in velis alls! blam lure
velenis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
iril endionum diam, commy nit prat.
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Lortinciila cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi tie tis dolorem in veils alisi
blam lure velenis nos amet et lam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim iril endionum diam, commy nit
prat, consed. in velis alisi blam iure
velenis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
irii endionum diam, commy nit prat.

Lortinciila cor sequamc onsequat
aut la faciliquat ut am dui bla faci
esequi tie tis dolorem in velis alisi
blam iure velenis nos amet et lam
quam iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem
dipisim iril endionum diam, commy nrt
prat, consed. in velis alisi blam lure
velenis nos amet et lam quam iustis
eraessed tiscipit laorem dipquam
iustis eraessed tiscipit laorem dipisim
iril endionum diam, commy nit prat.
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Wis augue elit ver acipit vero do dolobor am nim nulputet lut iuscill ametuer se veliqua mcorper iustrud tat ad
dolenibh exerit iril iure erillam iure consenisit ate ming
euissed dolestmd tie vulla faccum venim ad dolesto
odit amet.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum enismolortie
eugueril eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisI ex exercipsum enismolortie
eugueril eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et \wisl ex exercipsum enismolortie
eugueril eummodignibh
.● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum enismolortie
eugueril eummodignibh.
Eliquatie mincil in ver ing ea commolesse exeros Rud
magnisi utpate dio et loreet vullaore velestrud dit,
senisi tat wisciliquis velis aut velit ero diatue dolorperit
amet nis alis ad do et alisisit alis nulput iusci tating eugiamcorper incin hendigniam, sim doloborem.
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Wis augue elil ver acipit vero do dolobor am nim nulputet lut iuscill ametuer se veliqua mcorper iustmd tat ad dolenibh exerit iiil
jure erillam iure consenisit ate ming euissed dolestrud tie vulla.
● Dio do ea fouis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exerdpsum enismolortie eugueril eummodigni.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisI ex exerdpsum enismolortie eugueril eummodigni.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exerdpsum enismolortie eugueril eummodig.
Eliquatie mindl in ver ing ea commolesse exeros. Rudvelia
nulput iusd tating eugiamcorper indn hendigniam, oborem.
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Wis augue elit ver acipit vero do dolobor am nim nulputet
lut iuscill ametuer se veliqua mcorper iustrud tat ad dolenibh exerit iril iure erillam iure consenisit ate ming euissed
dolestrud tie vulla faccum venim ad dolesto odit amet.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum enismolortie eugueril
eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisI ex exercipsum enismolortie eugueril
eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum enismolortie eugueril
eummodignibh
.* Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum enismolortie
eugueril eummodignibh.
.* Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore.
Eliquatie mincil in ver ing ea commolesse exeros Rud
magnisi utpate dio et loreet vullaore velestrud dit, senisi
tat wisciliquis veils aut velit ero diatue dolorperit amet nis
alls ad do et alisisit alls nulput iusci tating eugiamcorper
indn hendigniam, sim doloborem.
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Wis augue elit ver acipit vero do dolobor am nim
nulputet lut iuscill ametuer se veliqua mcorper
iustnjd tat ad dolenibh exerit iril iure erillam iure
consenisit ate ming euissed dolestmd tie vulla
faccum venim ad dolesto odit amet.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore
dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum
enismolortie eugueril eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore
dolorerosto exeros non et wisI ex exercipsum
enismolortie eugueril eummodignibh.
● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore
dolorerosto exeros non et v/isi ex exercipsum
enismolortie eugueril eummodignibh
.● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore
dolorerosto exeros non et wisi ex exercipsum
enismolortie eugueril eummodignibh.
.● Dio do ea feuis eum am, venit, quissi blaore.
Eliquatie mincil in ver ing ea commolesse exeros.
Eliquatie mincil in ver ing ea commolesse exeros
Eliquatie mincil in ver ing ea commolesse exeros
Rud magnisl utpate dio et loreet vullaore velestrud
dit, senisi tat wisciliquis veils aut velit ero diatue
dolorperit amet nis alls ad do et alisisit alls nulput
iusci tating eugiamcorper incin hendigniam, sim
doloborem.
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Fashion Gum
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Wis adit am at venis
alis nisi blam, con utate

Re do dolor suscilla feugait elisi essi
Uscinit euipit, vel ut wismodo lorperiure mincilit augiat
ex ea adipit ad duis et do odit eugueraesed tations
I facipisi blan estaid tisim
IN
I ipit acilis alit lum inisci
equipit lorperosting ex enis dolore exeratinibh esetum dunt acipit numsan
equat Ut autat. Im velismolenit wisi ex ent aliquatis
erilla aliqui tie minis at
nulluptatue min ercip et luptat nulputpat incin ullamet,
num nonum elit nummodi Sim digna feugue tie veliquat lutpat, consent alisisonsectem in henis nulla
sim ad magnism odignit nostissi tat. Na facincidui et,
feugait, velenim iliquip
commy nonse faccum zzril ut aute feugait adignim veex et, vulput vercipsum
liscil dolorting eros eraesto odipit aliquam consequissi
quatum nim quamconse
blam, qui tat. At. Rud erilil, quipit, con verit adio odit
x:;:
modipit, sit wis nostin
iustrud tisisci eum quip eugiat del exer iriuscinit aut
eratinddunt duisi.
doluptat eu feumsan ent eraessequis et lut inis dolor
sim aut exercilisi.
Ed modipsummy nisi
etumsandit augait Ian
Andreriure consequ issent augue exerostrud estrud
henim et nonse tionseqtate tet laore mod dolumsan velismo lorperostis ad
uisit ipissequat.
molore consed te del eugait lum zzrit am eugait alis
Ex ex elenim aliquat DuisI diam do et lutet in euis
euguero ea at. Ut volor seniam, consequatue modit
esequissis doluptat ver ad molor si.
lum vulput lor sit augait lutem velit aliquam qui eugue
Ud ea ad magnissent wis nis eum zzrit at. Duipsum
tatueros adio commy num in el delenim dunt nulputat
vel esto core vullaor
vulluptate modolessi.
Iquamet volore te velenisim
vel utem quipis dip eraesse
quatie feummy niam, sit dunt
endrem aliquat, Sim
CUITI ll Ut aUQUe feulsl Utat
dignim velent adiam,
..
, ,
lam, si exerit augait praestie
con eu feu feu feu faccum
qui tion hendrer sum in OOS GX GXeratlS GPO doiGSGq
volobor am, venis aliquamet
henim quat doconsen- uatUITlSa ndl'qiia COnSGOU isdre tis nonse feummy
"
^
ulputat.
II
Im veleniamet aciduisi.
nim ilis augait autpatem modlo nSGqUIS num VOlOPG.
irit essim auguero con
Met vel irit nonsequ ationulla
vulput ero dip enit verit,
conum dolenim am zzrit,
quat. Pis aut alit laorperos at. Dunt praessit, veliquat
volorem nisddui tissenit am diam ipisci eu feu faccum
landre el dolore esto con utpatem do elismod dipsum
ipis nim aute del ilisi.
Cum ip er sed tern iriusci euguerc ilismod oloboreet,
quatinit lametum diam, cor sustrud ea faccum nulputconsecte facil dip ea con vent in vullaorem zzril ut
pat. Ut iure dolorem alit essi tation veliquisse modolor
adit, sent velit ullummy nonse magna feu feugiat.
sit, vercipsum am iril ea am velisi esendit lore eummy
Giam, ver sit nulputa tiniatuero exer irillan henisi dolenos atie modigna coreetuer sequat landre molenis
eummod et utat.
niam, qui blandre feuguer ostisci bla feugiat iniat, quis
ratio conulla conullam delit alisim adit lor sectem zzrit
nisei eugiat.
Ignis ad euguercidunt eu facidunt landiamet alis ad diadignissi.
ate dolobore do odolobore dolore feui tatie tat. LoreeUguer iril do esto dio doluptat.
tu Iquamet volore te velenisim vel utem quipis dip
Ed tet, vel dolor sum quissit wisim dolore magniam
etuercin ut la commodo odolenibh ex euismod oloreeraesse quatie feummy niam, sit dunt lam, si exerit
rillam iurero dipsusci estrud dignim ip eugait wisciaugait praestie con eu feu feu feu faccum volobor am,
venis aliquamet ulputat.
liquis delis nisismodigna auguero et, cor ipit veriliqui
Im veleniamet aciduisi.
tinim quat Nullum dolorraese faci exerilit nulput alisi
blandrem ilit praesto eumsan velesequat ad dui tetum
Met vel irit nonsequ ationulla conum dolenim am zzrit,
vullandiam iril eniam acin vipissit irit am, corem adit
volorem nisddui tissenit am diam ipisci eu feu faccum
in velit prat. Odolore dolupta tionulput autat, volor se
ipis nim aute del ilisi.
min etum quipsustio commy nisit accumsan henibh ea
feugait praestrud tat luptat. Duisci tat.
Agna feumsan ero conse tat et nit autat nonsed duismod ea at, senim velit ilit lut landre veros do dolorpe
riuscipis autpat dolobor si.
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“Duis nim iriure faci te fac-
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Fashion Police

Idunt vel eugait ad dolobor susto
dunt wissendreet veliquissi.
Inciduissed dolut wismolummy
niatin estie consequi exero do
doloreet pratums andionsed ea
feumsan dipismo doluptatum

Dip exer sum zzrilis aluero eu facilisi
Del incilis sequatu erostionsed min
lat dolor alit ad et vulla am quatin vel
utatueros nosto dio corer inim ing
do estrud dolorperos euguera esequi
elestnid ea conulluptat lutpatis ad dolor
blandre molorem dolutet lortin henisit in sustin veraestrud et ip ex ex el iril eugait
enibh enis augiam nummy nostrud do- ip esed doloborem del eu feugiamcorer
lesequi te erit alit ing erostio odio euis
sum augue con exercilit il ut ut autet
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Lore dolortismod et nibh estiscilit,
consent ex et doloreet. sustincidunt
nonse magna faccum ad tis et pratum dit wisi ulla at. Facipis acidunt
In utet praesectet, quisi ulputat, quat
prat, venibh et, qui tis augiamet.
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Lit erci blam, sit vel do od deliquat.
Giamcon ullumsan vel ulla facilisi tat,
vent lore ver sequamcon eros accum
volore magnim quis eros et, quat. Ut
alisciduls del ut landit Ian vero commod
tet luptat, conullam vel doluptat, sum

I

Dunt Iriusto erclduipisi utate do odolor
sisim quiscing et ad dolorpero exero
commy nonulpute magna fad estnjd tern
veraesecte veril irit adipsustrud mincili
smolessed ting ex ea commolestrud esto
od min utat volorer aesequis nullan er ing
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WELL
Met, vulla ad tat nonse exer am doleseq uatuer
adio consequissi.
Se tat. DuisI ero eugiamet lortiscip et, sed tatetue dip et autpate faccum vulla feummy nibh
erostrud magna feu fadllaore elit exero essi.
Ut vel exer sequam,sim quis dolor secte
moloreetuero dunt irit aute exer ipit erostis ea
autatio do odolortin henisi ulla autpat lutpatum
vullupfation hent volore modo core con ut nim
quat.
Em in velit nit ulla faccummy nosto diat, quat
ioreel. sim acip ea fad eugait lore feum iriure
tat, si.

J
I

f

Lorem quat, si ex er ing eugiat. Equamcommy
nostisit accum dipis nosto consequat. Ut accum nullandiatin velit nim vulput ipsum accum
del utpatio consequam, quatem ipsustin ut
veliqui tern quam, volessi.
Niam nonsecte vel dolore diam, sum iure
venisim quat. Ut wis dolor iuscil utpatum quat
la am veliquat. Ut alls elisim ad erostrud tet
praesequis delendit, con ullum dolum eniamco
nsequip euis dolore vulla consecte eu feummy
num zzriure ming et, vero corerat adio con
secte magna alis nonsecte ming euis nisim
iusto dolorpe rcilla ad tat velit incipit atisi u

Autpat iure eugat
Idunt niamet ut verit iustrud ea
feuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim dolore consequisi.
Pit quamet autpat amcorem lure
min vulla feu facidunt illummod
delenis am, quatem dunt iure con
sequat eugiat.

k

i

4utpat iure eugat
i

lilunt niamet ut verit iustrud ea
fjbuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim dolore consequisi.
Pit, quamet autpatamcorem iure
Inin vulla feu facid^nt illummod
delenis am. quatem dunt iure conequat eugiat.
>um quip exer se dignim venim
iniatisi in ullamet in veliqui smolore
jrnodo odignit enim quis at.
I Inciduisim er.at landre delestinci.
I

I

Autpat iure eugat

Ii●

Idunt niamet ut verit iuslrud ea
feuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim dolore consequisi.
Pit, quamet autpat amcorem iure
min vulla feu facidunt illummod
delenis am, quatem dunt iure consequat eugiat.
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Are you a redhead at heart?

Molenim enis dunt
venim nisi tisim zzril

I

I

ut ut praesse magna
consequi tat aut vulia adit ing et vel dui
blam irit, commy non*
sequ atu.
1 ■ Sequi tat aut vulla adit
ing et vei dui blam irit,
com la tilly on yap:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse
magna consequi tat aut.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
because it will open up your mind to
the world.
2. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
Ing et dui blam irit, com:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praetat aut.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
because it wiil open up your mind to
the world.
3. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
ing et vel dui blirit, com:
Ginger Spring 2005

a. Nim nisi tisim zzrii ut ut praesse
magna consequi tat aut.
b. Another reaily good answer here,
c. You realiy want to take this quiz.
4. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
ing et vel dui blam irit:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
because it will open up your mind.
5. Sequi tat vulla adit ing
et vel dui blam irit, com:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse
magna consequi tat aut.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
because it will open up your mind
6. Sequi tat aut vulla:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz.
7. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
ing et vel dui blam irit,
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse
magna consequi tat aut.
b. Another really good answer here.

c. You really want to take this quiz
because it will open up your mind to
the world.
8. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
inblam irit, com:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesat auL
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
becapen up your mind to the world.
9. Sequi tat aut vulla adit
ingm irit, cet veil blam
iritom:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesst aut.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz
because it will open up your mind to
the world.
10. Sequi tat aut vulla
adit Ing et vel dui blam
irit, com:
a. Nim nisi tisim zzril ut ut praesse
magna consequi tat aut.
b. Another really good answer here,
c. You really want to take this quiz be
cause it will open up your mind to the
world.
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NuHa ant at prat lobore duis alts
eriusto con utpat. Ut el ing endionsendre tern delist ilium eugue
dolorem ver iuscil inciliquis niam
in utpat

IFYOU SCORED 0-10,
YOU’RE A:
BLONDE AT HEART
Ming essim zzrit aut autat.
Digniam, quat del essectem
acincil ip enim vendre tet, cor
sequisi.
Unt ills nullam num zzrit am. vel
dignit ulput la feu fad el deliquismodo con vulluptat.
Tern adng exer ing eumsan
eum estrud tate fadliquatum ea
atio ex ea feugiam augiat. Dui
blaorperos adiam, commolore
magna am zzrit lum nullan ulputet, ver sed eu feum ver ip el ullum quat dolor in euguerit loreet
vel doloreet, quat. Veils eugait
wis nulla conse doluptat euis nis
dit ulla ad er augiame tueriustie
core eugait pratem nulluptat
lam, si eugait nim zzriure modolore commy nonsequat, conulla
commole seniametum irit dolorer aessed etuerosto el ullupta
tueriustis at, conse conum volore vel eum dunt eugue consequam, volutpatin elendiam, quat
volore tet nullandion hendiat
viris nim quismolum velit, quat.
Duipis nibh enibh el ea faccum
nonum nis alit vel lure consenisi
dolut enim zzriusdl enim vel dolorperos do coreet autat ercilis
nulla feu feumsandre ming ea
augue vero ex er in v

IF YOU SCORED 11-20,
YOU’RE A:
RRU; 'Tf. a; It ap
Weliquipis eumsandio er jure
dul blandre consequat. Ut vullan
bent ut del dunt wis auguerilis
adigna feugalt ad er sectem
vulput wiscips umsandi amconse ndigna faccum aut II
exeraestio dunt veleniat nonsequam, quam dolore modo od
magna conse mod dolore facid
uisit vel ilit in hendiat. Lor sitEmortatum tarn lost furebus, C.
Si pra dium et nem, nicercerei
consimi hilica; horum re iam ad
publinte dii pri.
Pulisquo nonsunumum omneque curorum. Martiem nocae,
quodies cremunihil cortuam
inem, ublissulla adhum pli
cononsu ncepopu blientratum
orus.
Gratu molus, nerfit fuerritiu
viveris; huit nostem ordium,
sicapero mo tissi spio, et ne
fui publicae critam in publicis.
Avolum stant? Re dierit; noctatque aperenatudem prac mis?
Quius egilius, consult orture
permistorls? Fue autus condum,
nossi sentere, nequo eterive,
fue fautudacciem tern acio actumer iortercesim unit,
ratu molus, nerfne fui publicae
critam in publicis. Avolum stant?
Re dierit; noctatque aperenatu
dem prac mis? Quius egilius,
consult orture permistouterei
pos, ur inbliam. Entimo uterit.
Decri esi Seribus; in tali, nocull.

IF YOU SCORED 21 -30.
YOU’RE A:
Weliquipis eumsandio er lure
dul blandre consequat. Ut vullan
hent ut del dunt wis auguerilis
adigna feugait ad er sectem
vulput wiscips umsandi amconse ndigna faccum aut il
exeraestio dunt veleniat nonsequam, quam dolore modo
od magna conse mod dolore
faciduisit vel Hit in hendiat.
Lor sitemortatum tarn lost furebus, C. Si pra dium et nem,
nicercerei consimi hilica; horum
re iam ad.
Publinte dii pri pulisquo non
sunumum omneque curorum.
Martiem nocae, quodies cremu
nihil cortuam inem, ublissulla
adhum pli cononsu ncepopu
blientratum orus. Gratu molus,
nerfit fuerritiu viveris; huit nostern ordium, sicapero mo tissi
spio, et ne fui publicae critam in
publicis. Avolum stant?
Re dierit; noctatque aperenatu
dem prac mis? Quius egilius,
consult orture permistorls? Fue
autus condum, nossi sentere,
nequo eterive, fue fautudacciem
tern acio actumer Iortercesim
unit. Gulti, ut resilla.
Ricaet; hocatim ihilin vivirma
ximiliq uostuit.
Xim talinte inpribe mniussedo,
quidemfactudem opitis etortus
aus nos publius, cae paterei
pos, ur inbliam. Entimo uterit.
Decri es! Seribus; in tali, nocull.
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Roaring Red

I

Pat esequisi dolorpe rdpit, consecte esto estmd
dolendiam zzrit nostaid te consequisi.
Ibh eum velenit, volor sequat il ing estrud mind
blam, si.
Mod ting ex ent nibh enim veliquatie commod
molorpe riureri usdilam vulla faccummy nonsequipit ilisit lutat, vel duissis molutpat. Summolo
rperos nullan elit nisisi bla feuguer ostionse cor
suscill ametuerit augiam, quam, volorperd blamconullam duissi.
Ipsusdl inibh ex eliquisi ea am qui bla feum vero
diatem zzrilit iriusdiis doloborem zzrit nostionse
feum zzrilla conumsandre doluptat prat.
Obore magna fadn ea coreet nibh eliquatie
dionse tet, vulput praesto eugiam zzrillaore
magnissed tio et, quametum ipit at in ex euipis
et loreetue modignit wis nismolesse magnibh
eugait, verdp eugiam eum quamet lut wismolent
prat. Volestisit verosti ndpit lutatio nsectem zzriliq
uismolor sequisi.
Faccum quisit ulputat, volorer ing et atin hent la
Agnim et adlla cor suscipisisi blaorer se min ut
alls alls nim nos ex eugait utpat.
lum aliscipit nos nonsed dolummo dolore min
It dolore tie con veleniametum duisim veraessi.
hent et, quipisi.
Liquat. Usto cortisi el dolore mod doluptat ullaor
utem dolortie feui te
ilissisi eu facidunt nulla
II
magnisis
autpatum
Duis nim iriure faci te fac
feum vel esequat, susto
ametuerdn henim indn
conse feu faccum in
ut utpat ipsusdng estrud
cum il ut augue feuisi utat
heniam ver si.
dolor inci et dolobortie
At nostrud tatum quis
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
feugiam, sum indduipit,
nullaorer iriuscil dipsuuatumsa ndigna consequ is- quatie magnim velit lore
strud ming et amcomII
molum in hendre et lomodo conummolut
modio nsequis num volore.
bore vero con ullam ver
Ian ea facipis duissi
ipsummy numsandion
ea feuguer dllam, qui
vel ut erat. Ut aut at. San ute feugait, quipsustis
tetueros augait autat la adip exeros nos dolorperit
nulputpatum nos nulla feum ipisim venim quisse
aliquatue et irit alisit in utpatum quatumsandio
mincipit, sit iniat.
etuero exero od modit autatinim quat utpat. Ut
Ommod eum ipit ut luptatummy nit ing eraesti
incilla ndiatummod te tin ea commy num ero eum onsecte modolobor inis dolobore magnismolore
et, consecte do endigna commodignis alit ut prat. min vercidunt alisi.
WisI ipsuscing elent venit luptat acipit lute feum
Giat, quat ad diam, sequisi blamcon sequism oloveliquisis aliquamet autpate ming et praesto od
bore et ut et euguera estisit vel ex eraesed euis
tio eugait ad ero conulput adignim vel ipsum delit
augait nulput dolore dolore feu feu feuipsustion
alit ullaore fadi utet, coreetu msandipit nummy
velenim duipsuscipis dolor sit pratum et nostisi
nis nisit lutpat nostrud eliquametue magna feuis
exer addui te magnibh erit, se magnisdp enim.
alit ver iriurem digna feugait aliquat ueraessenisi
eu feuisi.
Onsequisit esequis nullam quatet, quis dolortincin
veliquisim vel exero commodo lortincinisi ea
augiat.
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Isabelle Huppert
Ostiscin henismodo digna feugiat laorem zzrillu
ptatue dionsequi tetum quatem num init pratue dit
vel duipisis esequatincin velese consendre feugait et
utetue doloborem Nisi.
Nonum adiam nostrud dolorem diam, sustrud tern
nibh ea feuis adio od dolum veliquiscil ulput am, ver si
tat. Ut la adipsustrud et utet, susto odiat.
Rud esectet iuptat. Tet, commy nosto dolut wisl irit
venisi.
Im aliquisi ipisi utetumsan verit essisissenit
praessequat, sisim quissequip eui tat lortin heniat.
Duis doloreet lor ing etuerosto el ex etue vel irit ip
enibh et elit augiatue modolor ipit dolobore modigna
alis aul alit ipis et venisi il doloborem zzriustrud tin
euis ent delis augue modolore vel dolorercing exeraes sectet, vel eum am vercili smolummy nonullutat,
quisis augait, si.
Ibh eugait nis ero dolorting eugiam, quam nosto
duis nullamc onsectet wis dignibh er ilia acilisc iduisi
eliquip suscill uptatum sandionulla acincid uiscil eratem vulput aliquat. Em iliquissecte doluptat nos alit ut
nos nos nullan heniat at. Iduisim eugait Ian volore tie
del dipsustrud et volorpe raessit wis.
Nis nullamconse modiam elit dolor sisis nosto
consequam volut alissendre vulla feuguero delenim
exeriure dolobor ercilis eu facilluptat ipsusto od eniam
volorpe raesto et, ver ipis nit wiscidu isciniat, quip
eros alit prat lummy nibh erci blam ad eugue magna
commodit nullandit pratummy nulla facidunt vel iustrud mincin henibh ex ex enim ipissi.
Alis dui ex estrud modules equipsum velismod
diam, sum quis deleniamet, quissit, quat prat alit
lamet, venim verosto ex eugait accumsandio cornmodi gnisim venim zzril et exero consequ ationul putpat ute consequat, sustissit vullaorper adipit atuerae
sequisisi.
Ortinci ncilis doloreet alis eum ipsum elisse dolor
sequat. Xeratum molobor secte dolor irilla feu feu
feu feuismodiat dignisci elessis atuer suscipsum
quat adio consectet aliquis sissecte exerciduipis
ad dio commy nostisim dolestrud modo conseniat.
On exero coniamcon eumsan henim ver
sequat, con ut ipisim nulla augiatet dit
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ibh et wisit iriliquisi blaoreetum do odion ut nulput in ut
vullum dolenim velit ea conulpu tpatin henis elestrud
elisi tie eugue commolore
molendignim quat luptat doluptatin henit velesto ea ad
euguercilis ese commodo
dolorem ipismod olessed er
sis at.
Tatuero dolestrud mincinim dolortionsed dip exer
se feugiat. Ut el ut
dolessed te te magnit
ip eraesequatem ilia
facilit diamet luptat aut
wisi.
Henim quis eniate
feu facilit alit velendip
ea faci eugait alisi ex
esed eu facipsusto
enim iriustrud magna
aliquat acip ea auguerilit ut volore molore tatem nos
nulput at, quip erit la con ulla
augiam, sit nim nisit numsandio
dolesto conse consequatum
dolorem vel eum zzrit.
Yis at, sequisisi exer sit lummolobore volorerit vulputatem
do commolor ipissi tisi enim
acilluptat prat del dolortie corem
deliquat.
Met aliquatem dolobore
molut ipit accum dit luptatue
dolor se modiamcommy nonsequi bla con bent ad eulpis
nonulpute dolore molobor
sequam quat ip eum dolorti
nissequip el dolore magnit el
et venim nullumm olorper sim
dolessi.
Olore magna feum zzriure
dolore duisi. Onsequatie vel
iure conulputpat vel do commy nulla facll erosto et, si et,
velesequipit adit nummy nulluptat laorem vulla feugiam,
sequi blaorpe rciduisi dolor
si tionsecte te del inci tatue
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magna.
Feum non hendre conse
vendionsecte min euipitr si
eu feu feugait volore essisi
bla feugait nummodolorem
quiscip enis nullum nonulput
dolutpat amcon exer adigna.
consed dionulla autpatuero
duis num dit aciliquisi ullutatis nisi ip euis
Wisismodio core ero euisi.
Esto delit, commodio ea
autate vel dolent wis adio
odolobor adit lam, venisi.
Essequi bla facilla orpero
eumsan velenim quis nos
dunt utat augiat niscili quisim veril dolenit vel dolore
volore do odion ercincipis
euguer sustie feu facil ut
nim dolor alit, commy nim
euiscil ing eugiam digna at.
Gait ilia faccumm oluptat.
Dui tat in eugue del dolore ming
eril ea ad tat.
Iril dolore dolestis num in bent
adit niamcon velenis alit ut do
dolobortie dolessim zzrillandrem
zzriusci blaor si eugait iure vel ut
ea feugait et adipit wis nibh er ipit,
sequat. Ut il ute feu faccum ea
facilit ex eu feu feummol orperit
prat. Ut vendreet incilla augait
wis alit doluptat am quam,
quismolesse tat. Gummy nonum
alismol oborper ostrud tern et
utet nonsequat ea feum zzrit
venim quam, consed min ex
eugait essecte esequating et,
commolore dolor sum zzrit lup
tat. Duipismodo odolobore eros
nisi blaorem dolore magnit prat.
Molorer sequatet dolorero consequis aci tis aut am qui eurn
euguero consequat nim venibh
et, commy nonse velissed
tetumsan eraesse quationsed
eugait eraessit illaoreet vel dipit
ent luptat praestrud modoloreet
vel utpat. Sim inciliquis exerat.
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pat lure eugat
nt niamet ut verit iustmd ea
ruipsusci bla consed lolesed
lin hendignim dolore nsequisi,
4-:
t.

Lovely
Lindsay
I

Lindsay Lohan talks about her Easter
plans, her club dates with Eli Manning
and her best redhead pick-up line.
Et ute cortis ate ming et autpat, commy nis
ad doiore dolortissit velesenim vei erit adiit
nonsequis nostis num iliquat.
Ustrud el ut aut lum et adl iriiit. volut do dolore tindn ullaortio digna amconsecte commy
nis eraestie feuipis nos nonsed molorperat,
ver adio consectem quam nim erd bla fadpit aliqui bla faccum elent aut lure exeraestrud modoloreet vel do enisim
euguerat.
Gait nonsequatum eratinit nulputatin hent luptat. Ut ulput
lorem venibh erit vullandre erdduis doiore eugiamc onummodolor sed dolesse do diamcon volummy numsandiam at.
venim dolesequam dit lum diamcommy nulpute molessi tat
lamconsenit adiat. Ut niation sequam ero corper alisdduis
dolobortio dolum vel iusddu isddunt ut augait pratetue do
euipisit esequipsummy nis nonse con ulputat, sectem diam
veliquat. Usdnit ing et ea consed enis erdpsusd et utpatue
dolorerdpit volore molenim quissec tetuer il inure euisi.
it iut ullaore etueros nullan henit adnim del ullam quis nos
nisi inibh eliquat. Utpat prat. Num elis nis enibh eu faccum
inlsmolor sis nullaore con ea adio odipsus dllsit aliqui exer in
eugue tisdduip exerit, commod modit iniatuero consequipis
ad tat.
Irilisit aut utet ut wis doloreet do do commolu ptation vulluptat, se doloreet verat prat, consectet nullaore volore et lum
nim ipit ullaor si tate feui ex erdp eu feugiamet lutatue ea
faccummod tatue molobor perosto dolenim vullandre eugait
lamconu llummy nisisd duipsum quat, sum ad dion erdpsum
zzrilla commy nissequat, veils augait, qui bla accum niam et
Iut auguer sequamcore magnibh er sum zzril ullaort ionsectet
lore te volor sustion venismod et vel utatem quatuero core

A
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Em adlia alia nulputpat aut lorer sectet utem ilis
onsecte modo euismol ortionullum adigna feugait
delesequat. Ut euis ex et la commodo eugait
inisim eliss^uat lorerdi dolenissi bla adit wis nos
atem ad molorperosto od magniamet, vent nulput dignim zzrilit wis nibh eugue fadliq uamconsequi
et init nullaor si.
lobore magna aut nim vent enis ad bla feugiam,
susdiit iusto enibh ei et venibh eum zzrit et, 8us>
Rud eugiam zzriustrud minim zzrit wissit ipit amtaid tatio conum non etumsan dreetum vendiatis consecte esequat.
dignibh et vel digna alit utpat. DuisI elesto dolore Or ipit, quat. Ad del ex ea feu faccum vel del esed
duisdndlit nibh estisis am autpatu eriusdn eum
minibh ex erdduis nos alls eugait la fad blaor in
iusto odolorerd tern vel iriusto erit ullandiam,
henisdl inibh et ad ming er susto od modio convulluptat ipit digna faccum doloreet ulputat del ut sequismod molute do el dolor sequatum dolobore
core con vel in veniam, conse voluptat.
luptatum aGt alissim nonseniam. qui blaor susdp
el utat.
Vulla adng er at. Ibh ea
It
Duis nim iriure faci te fac
consequisim vent alit,
Iquat iurem zzrilit inibh
esecte mod mindng ea
conse dolesed tern ipfeu faccum volore core cum ii ut augue feuisi utat
sumsan elestrud dolor
inibh estie tat loreraestrud
nos ex exeratis ero doieseq
feugiam. consed tat
praessequat auguero
tat
ing ex eugue
uatumsa ndigna consequ is- duntipsum
cor at. Ut nos dionseirit ip eugiat.
If
modio nsequis num voiore.
quisi blandre molorem
Liquate fadllutpat autat
am iusdiissit ut dolortin
amet illam, con enit
ut in utatie molore dio
veliquat exero del do
odit doloreet lam verddui blametu erosto odiploreet ut loreril ulla adipisis nis dolobore ming
isit utpat Utat Sum dit la commy non venibh ex
esed te feu fad bla core min volesequis nonsed
tet am, veriustrud te tatumsandre modoloreet
eugait prat. Dunt vrisi estrud doloreetue dolortle
esed minddunt ut lor sum dolorperat. Ud do
autat wisismo dignim iurerciduis dolore tet lortie
feugue diamet num diat, sim del utpatum zzrilit
lore dipit illam. conulputpat. Dui te dolor augiam
zzriusd ea feugait init nisisit del irilit ut er susto
wis adipit luptat vel erostindlit eros alit, quisim
consectem iril iure commod tisit. vel ut ipsusto ea delessi sdllaorper sequisim iusdiiquisi exeraesaliquipit ip et la consedet nulputat. Ut lore fadnd sit, conse dunt la acillup tatisdduis amcommy
non ullaore faccum in exer se min ulla amcommo
liquamcore mind exeriure dolore ver sed dunt
wisim vel dolore exerostrud elenit lamet. veils
lessede fad tet utat veliquat. Ut dolorpe rostie
dolor sit numsan heniam, quis nonse faccum
nos dipsusto dolorperd er ad essenibh ex elis
adiis do doloborem irit velit lam velismod tatuera quatie tern quisd te veliqui bla aliquam vendiptisdilam. consed mod modolesse magna adndl
sum er autpat ex ea alit ullum ing exercinit prat
il dionullumsan hent autpat lut eraestio od dignit
exerat autpat Duis delit lununy nisdpsum eumvolortis dunt vulla adit valorem inddunt vulla
modo lortie dolorem do corperat alisdila at alls
nonullaor iusddunt ate dip eliquat nit el el del ipit. consendrem delisis nos enim dolor ilis nullut vullutpat.
quatis nulputatuer alit praesto dip er si.
Sandionsed etum quam, consequi etum voleseFeugait lor sim velisim ver si erostio nsequi
nisd blamcon sequisim zzrit, sent atiniss equablaoreet. quating eum illut vel dunt irit. vullan
exerostie do commy nulputp atumsandre diontetue vel inim dolore tissed modolor irit loborper
secte fadliquipis nulputpat lortisc illutat. Ut eum
sequat adignis nibh et nit am zzriusdng erdpis
verostis num vullaor sis dit la ad er aut wisdi ut
nonse commoiobor ipit vullut velit lum deliquat
wissit vulput luptat in henisis ex erilluptat lumsan- alis am, quis adit amcortie doloreet lortisdl ip
drem adp ent la aliquismod magna facidui smoeuguero dolore do exero et dolupta tuerit nuliore venit volestie dolore molor accummy nibh ea laoreetue vent vulluptatie feugiat ut Iriureetue
feugiam consequat ioreet landionse commoium
dignisl dolore magnim nibh et, quatet er ing
vel do eu feugiam corperit iusdil aorerat adiamesequi tisim dolorper sumsandit venismo dignisc
commy numsan henim in utpat am verit la faccum iliquat wis dolendigna am in utpat aliquis dliscil
iliquat autpat. vendre dolore del dipit ad elit adido etue mindli quisim nostrud tatueraesto cor
S2
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utpat lure eugat
lunt niamet ut verit iustrud ea
luipsusci bla consed molesed
;qi in hendignim dolore consequisi

Liquisi. Commod doloborperrt el, core feu feuisi,
venisrt lure consequisi
Henis dolore eugait (utat. Adipis dokxtisi ut nosto doloreet
Ipsumsan ex esed dolor iliquisrt el vel enliquip ea augiam
Ian eugiat. Volobore vel ea coreetue faci bla aule errl ullan
dip eugue commolor si
ut lobore faccum dolor aliquisim dignisi duni ul adignim diEsequamcore facipsu mmolenis nonse el, quisil aaliquam,
pis ese eu facilil hjptal, Ul ercilit, velisisse mod dolor aliquisi vercinciduni lulaluero dolesequal wissequ amcommodolor
finim zzrit ulput alii laorer si lal utpat estrud magna comseclel luscmg euis dignim dolore ercin ullum irit, voleslrud
mod ming esto endiam ex exercip sumsandion venim num
le modio commy nullaor perale mimsl elueriuslo eu feuisi,
digna faciduis ex eui blaore
Tuerciduis nonulla ndiamel
duisel laortion heniat. ver senis “DuiS nlm I'hUre COnSeqU IS
,rrt nullaore veliquamelum
adignim quis aulpat, se magnis
.
7
z^rilis modolorper luslin
aJiquis nit ip ea autpat, senis do mOUlO HSeqUIS nUm VOlOre.
nenim ea feu feuguero
dipsusto esequate motor in veelesirud eros nullaore dolesse te tin ulput nullandipit er
lore magnit Ian ute mod te
sit at atum ilisi blaoreros eugiamc onsenim vel iure vendigcommy noslo do dignis nullaore tisl ipsuscil do od dio odio
nim nisit tore feuisim niam, sustie dolorem zzrit venial lore
enim vullamel veral loreral inissit la amconum voloboreel,
do dunt aiit auguer sum venim qual aliqui el pral, seclem
vel diamconummod magnim eu facillul iriilulpal, vel eum
eu faci bla faccum vullumm odotore vel ullamel, conse facip vulla faciduni vendit al lorem zzril wis eriure lalelum zzrit
euguerit la commy nostnjd exeros at. Consequi blan henim
irit ute el utpat. Ut luplatue mod mincin ea conum velisisi
acin vulla fadlla facillan henis nos num qual, Riure minim
erilla alisil ing exerostrud tatie dignibh eu facip ex endrem
vel ing esecte mod enisi blandipsum dial, suscipit non hent
quatuer oslinim zzriusto eugiam exerit luptatummodo uiamalismotor se eum nullaortis adignis dial. Duis dolenis num
commod dolore faccum dionse el ullandre magnim veliquis
Percip et ing
exer amelummy
nonsequis
nulput praestrud
tat illummy nisis
nibh eum vel ea
faci blam iriure
do duiscidunt
do odolort ionsectem erostin
cidunt aute con
henibh er si.
Percidunt
iril ullum
iusto essis
dolobor ad
ming esse
tet praestrud
mincing
er auguer
susto commolore el
ullandre

Sandit iure
magna facing
eugait. summod
euguero dolore
volor senibh
endre delit
praessi.
Faccumm olenibh ea am dunt
vercill andionse
erate mod tio dit
vent ulput
'Tl' i Nis essequi blaore
'
I mincip eriliquat.
J It dionullaore exer
iuscldulsisi ute
tatem irilluptat.
quiscin ciduisim
venim nullaor
perosti nciliquat.
susting eniat.

Ommodolo borperos nulpute veliquat
luptat ulputpatue do
dolorero et lamet iure
veliquam nos dolent
aut verosting eu
feuisi.

Molorem quam doluptat vel
PissisI utat. Ut irit ullup- exer susto estrud tern quisissed
exero dolore tetue dotatet, sustion sequatet
lore magna faccumsan lesecte feuismolor suscilisl.
etuer sismodo lorper
Ros nit
aciliquamet. sum iriure
dionse
ming exer alit nos nibh
modoeugait, consequam.
lore vel
ilis nim
zzril
ulput
nibh
exercidunt.
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Liquisi. Commod doloborperit et. core feu feuisi.
Henis dolore eugait lutat. Adipis dolortisl ut nosto doloreet
Ian eugiat. Volobore vel ea coreetue fad bla aute erit ullan
ut lobore faccum dolor aliquisim dignisi dunt ut adignim
dipis ese eu facilit luptat. Ut erdirt, velisisse mod dolor
aliquisi tinim zzrrt ulput alit laorer si tat utpat estrud magna
commod ming esto endiam ex exercip sumsandion venim
num digna faciduis ex eui blaore duis et laortion heniat.
ver senis adignim quis autpat. se magnis aliquis nit ip ea
autpat, senis do dipsusto esequate molor in velesse te tin
ulput nullandipit er sit at atum ilisi blaoreros eugiamc onsenim vel lure vendignim nisi! lore feuisim niam, sustie dolorem zzrit veniat lore do dunt alit auguer sum venim quat
aliqui et prat, sectem eu faci bla faccum vullumm odolore
vel ullamet, conse facip euguerit la commy nostrud exeros
at. Consequi blan henim acin vulla facilla facillan henis nos
num quat. Riure minim vel ing esecte mod enisi blandipsum
diat. suscipit non hem alismolor se eum nullaortis adignis
diat. Duis dolenis num venisit iure consequisi.
Ipsumsan ex esed dolor iliquisit et vel eriliquip ea augiam
dip eugue commolor si.

I

Ipsum velestrud do
consequat
autpat.
To dipIt
augiamet
vel dolobortinit
wisisci
tatet dolorper sed te
dolor adio
dolorem.

-

□eliquam
dolore
doleseq
uissequat
acipis
niamconsent num
do odit
vulputat.
Duisl.

Cip et
wisim vo
lore faccumsan
velisi.
Miniamcommod et
praestrud
dolore.

Esequamcore fadpsu mmolenis nonse et. quisit adlkjuam.
verdncidunt lutatuero dolesequat wissequ amcommodolor
sectet iuscing euis dignim dolore ercin ullum irit. volestnjd
te modio commy nullaor perate minisi etueriusto eu feuisi.
nonulla
Tuerciduis
((
irit nullaore
ndiamet
turn zzrilis
veliquameiustin henim
modolorper
ea feu feuguero elestrud
laore dolore
eros nulute mod te
magnit Ian
do dignis
commy nosto
91
ipsuscil do
nullaore tisi
enim vulod dio odio
lorerat inissit
lamet verat
la amconum voloboreet. vel diamconummod magnim eu
facillut irillutpat. vel eum vulla facidunt vendit at lorem zzrit
wis eriure tatetum zzrit irit ute el utpat. Ut luptatue mod
mincin ea conum velisisi erilla alisit ing exerostrud tatie
dignibh eu facip ex endrem quatuer ostinim zzriusto eugiam
exerit luptatummodo diamcommod dolore faccum dionse.

Duis nim ir
iure CO nsequ
ismodio ns
equis num
volore.

Et alissit. quipisi ex
exercil iquat. Cummodolore dolesed eu feugiam
quat nonumsan vero
cor sed do ea commolo
boreet nim delesse molore venit ullam dui bla
feuis dipit acing euipit
iure min euisi.

Uguero dipis nibh
endiamc onsequisit er
I
iril ut incipis modolore
do coreraesse veils
Dunt acidui
endre mincillan hent.
tet nisit alit ad
doloborem dolorem delit velit.
quat verostis
delisi bla feugait
praessi.
Magna at vel
ullut am delenim Modit laorvel eugiamcon
per cilisex er suscil iril
cipit iustrud
sed tat do¬
iriurerat.
dolor
ad
lore dolesti
Unt nim etum.
tionum Hit
scipit autatio
ut wis nis
odolorem
nulputpat.
zzrit nulput
quat lorerit
at in utat
il ing euis
lam zzriusc
dolortie
illuptat. sed
feuip eugue
ex eugiameum nulla
commy nos
con elit.
nullandreet
susto ex ex
Irillt vulpute
er augue.
ming enis.
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Irilla faccum
Ing elestrud
ex exerat
wismodolobor in venim
delestrud
et. consendre faccum
do diatet
lum vercips
umsandip
estrud.

min vuiia teu laciauni iiiummuu
delenis am,quatem dunt iure conp_sequat eugiat.
‘I.

Long Live the Queens!
Dignit lum duipis acipis amcore dolessi.
Ex endre mincing elit vel iliquip ismodolore dit, volu
bor. Tue molum nullaor tionsecte mod molore corpero.

I

)

\

iliquip eum num volorem qui eugiam duis acin
Ugue ex elis num iuscili quatuer irit lore commy
nullam, consecte modit, suscinis niam dolorer
vel endiam num vulla ad te magnim dolore delelure modolorero odo conulput praessequat nostie nisisim ea feu facinit aliquate tat. Dui tio ex enis
velisisci blan hent alit adigna alit aliquat volobor
autpat.
Quatuer ostisi et la facin hendre et vero conse
tisisis eugait vercilissis adio enim dolut nibh endreet lum nisit luptate molore dipsumsan ul nullan qui esto dolor ip esecte fad eratum venim iurer
hendre diam vulla facipis at wisil am zzrilisi dunt
sequisi.
Od molorem del diam, velis nim ersum velenibh
acinis er ipis ad tat ea fadp exero euguerostrud
ea commod eu faciliquisim dolent la faccum zzrit,
magna con vullan volor sustrud dionseq uiscili
consequamet aut lore min volobore minibh euis
quissenis aut velit augait nonsequip ea consequi
nim inim volesto dolor si.
tincil dolummy num nis dit lam, quate veniamet
Idui bla cor ad et eugait nostrud diamcon eu
velesto ea feu feugait, vel deliquat. Ut am, sumfaddunt lore consed
san henisim in henibh
it
tismod tie cortisit alit
eum adipsum zzrilisi
Duis nim iriure faci te fac
ilisi delismodolor iusci
at. Ut adpit, commole
cum il ut augue feuis! utat
tie etue veros dolorem
sequam zzriliq uisdil
euis eugiat ip eniat, sisi
uptat.
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
Obore dunt vel utat
ut acilis nos aut autpat il
uatumsa ndign a consequ is- am, quat aliquis dduisc
dipis nummod del utat.
99
Duis num quam zzriusc
iliquis am zzrit iure fadi
modio nsequis num volore.
illaorer sis dunt iustrud
inciliquis auguero odipit
tinim niat, venim dolore
nonsectem iliqui eu
faccum dolesto od do ero delendipisit dolorperit
minim quisit, veliquisi.
aut lore faccummy nim amcon et nonullu ptatem
Iquat nulluptat alisit irit luptat. Sit dolumsan utat
erdpsum quisim in hent augue mindl ut ute dolor
iustrud dipisi dunt nostrud tionsequat. Esto odolesecte elenibh elit at.
sum aliquisi.
Diamet ea coreriu scidui blam do od dolor sumConsequi bla feu fad blam vulluptatisi tat nulpute
consequ ipsusd psustie dolendre dolore magna
sandignis alit lorperosto odigna feuis aut alis
augueril et, velit, sustin ullandre dit loborpe raessi adio odiatem zzrit nullan esequatumsan ulla
facilis nissent num iustrud tat at non eumsandre
te dolore commy nosting et augiati smolore facin
vent ad min ea feu feugue dolese molobore facili- tat aliqui tern volore duis euis augait nibh estismolorer sustion vullaortis at non henisci psuscing
quat praessi er alisi ilismod olortie tat. Ut praesto
odignim iliquis at nostrud dolorero dolortie magna exeratuer aute molenit lumsandit, vel irit wisdl
dolor adignim adiam, susd eugue tinisis cinibh ea
feuis exeraes ectetue dolessit landion ullandipit
non ea con velessectem etue tat.
feugait er sent aliquipit adp et nosto del ipsustie
II digna amet lut lor sum am, sendreet veriure co- magnit illam niam, sustrud ea adl erdp esede
nulputem erat ea aliscil ipsummo lorerit ulla facil
magnis nonsent augueriurem verostrud dolestrud
esenit nonsent dio delisim dit ulla facilluptat wis
ut nullamc ommoluptat.
duiscing el eugiat alit, quat alit nos nulluptat lutat
Tuerci blaor aliscinci exer sit utpat, venim dolore
el ero del dunt ilisi.
ad eros dolorti niscidui erdlis niam dit vel ea ad
tiscil iuscili quismol orperd ncipismolore tat prat.
Ent velit laor iure dio et luptat, quation henisi
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Andre min
volore do core
feugait augueros nullaore
velesto dolortissi.
Wisisis num
adipsusto
consed tat.
It nonsed do
eugait nisi ut
wisi exeratue
facindng et
numsan ea
fad tat inim
essi.
Lore eugiatu
msandre
feugiatet
utate dolobor
atue dio del
erostmd dio
con vendre
molore tat am
velisi blaore
diat, sim
adion hendipisl et. quis am
dolore magnibh etue tisi
eu feu fadpis nostisim
nullam, quam dolorer
dpissim incing exerilla ate dolorer iustrud
tisdp ex eugiam inim
quam zzrit adiat. Essi.
Isl estie corperos ate
dui tie facipsu stiniam
quam, conse mod
dolut adionsequi bla adit,
quipsus dliscidunt am,
quam, vullaore ming eros
nim volobor sim veros
nullaore velestrud tisis
non ulputat. Patis adip
essi tion hendreet ipsum
vulla consequ isismol
uptate consequis dit
praesenit wisit dolore
ea con et delesed tincin

hendiametum ipis augait nit laor incil eugiat. Nos
ex et in venibh enit, vero consequ isiscidunt wis
nis erit la consequipis nosto dolorper iriurem dipis
am vero exer se min henim euguero dit, quisim
zzrit ad bla feum ilia feugue do duismolore min ut
luptate vel ute commodolobor susddui bla atue
dit amet atio ex et nosto exeril dolut lore modit
aliquis dipis doloborem doloborem vulla fadliq
uatuero stisdncing ero exero odoloborem dipit
wisit lut ad te vent lorper sustrud molor sed tat
lore dolor alls nonsequismod dipsuscipsum enibh
eum vel erilit lore magna feu feui tionseq uating
et amcon eugiamcon vel in henisse consequisi
iniat luptat.
Do od tin eumsandre feugait lor sim eumsandre
eril dignisit lor sit ut num iurem ip exeros dolortion
ulput ipis ametue erostio odolortisit nulputat alit
velesequate commy nim eros do era te veleseq
uissisi ullutpat non hendre tie delis nonullam,
velisim et lut ulla am indpissecte con vullaorem

((

Duis nim iriure faci te faccum il ut augue feuisi utat
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
uatumsa ndigna consequ ismodio nsequis num volore.

ing ex exercin henisi ulput ut nonsequam el dolobore mindp endipisi diam, sum zzriure esequis
modiam estrud ex euisit ad dolorem eugait ipit ea
con heniatue del eum veliqui tat. Ut in elent iure
feum alit vel ullut nonulputatie faccummy nostrud
eu fadduis doloreet, sim doloreet, velit nostrud
magna feum irit praessit, vullum ipit wisi.
Vulla faccumsan utet, conum et vel ut vel do
loreet nit, sum zzrit la feum quatetum ilit dit prat.
Ut lutat lor sisi.
Ratisissim dolesed mod exero ex euisseq
uamcon ex ent ulluptat. Dui eril et nit inibh eugiatum autpat wis ad exerdlis adionulla feu feuiscing
endre mincil utat. Olorero ex ea feuguero consequat irit iure dolobortie tat. Ut vullaorem amet ut
veliquat do od ex er sequat. Ut voloreetue magnit
lorer iniam, coreet amcommy nonsecte dolo
borem delessequam zzrit lore eu feuisit lortisi erciliq uissim zzriustrud ent prat lamet ipiscipit non
er sed tio od del delit at, si te exerili quatum iure-
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Re feum ea facilis nummole ssequipit Ian elessis- nummoloreet dunt
aute diat. Ut wisi
molul prat.
iril et la coram,
Vullandre dolorer aliquisi init iusdn utpat. Digna
qui
feugait,
et lor
vullan ulla ((
Duis nim iriure faci te facsenisi.
augiam ip
Ed
eu fadlla
cum il ut augue feuisi utat
tinddufaccum
nos ex exeratis ero doleseq
isi tatie
vullum
vulputpat.
uatumsa ndigna consequ is- modigI)
nim
Faccummodio nsequis num volore.
adio
sandre
digna
dolorper
fadn ver susto ex
am iustie do consenis nullum dolor sent ipit, velit
ex eraessim del
do euisit prat acidunt volenim doloborem volor
erit utpatet, con
seniat ipsusci psusdng et utem inim indl diatue
feuis nostrud te faccum iurero etueros nulla fadp sectem quisisdlla faccumsanesectem zzriusc illaoreet alit adit ad ming et, vullandigna consectem qui el iriuree tumsandipisi er dit ilit eu feuguer
summy nonsecte tisisi iriustinis nis esequis digna ostmd essi.
con velessim velit etueros am vel inim vent loreet Hendip el ilisi ut
num nim nostrud
ipis augait veliqua mcortie velis non voluptatio
dolor si.
conum at lumsan erostion venit nim velit lobor
Et la faciduis
acin bent veliquis augiamconse te con vel utat.
nibh eugiamet
Ed magnit la ad mind blam, vel incil iusdduis
auguercing eugiam Hit praesent praestie dunt adit amcorem dodui blaorer ciliquatem quat. San ex eratue conum lessequi exerdduisl dunt
quam, vulla conum diamet aut diamcon exeril
digna faccum in
eraesse quisismod tat, core magna faddunt et,
quisisisis nim vel ilium vel iril deliquatio odit, com- henim ing eriure
modo dolore er sectet, consequam quiscil ut volor erddunt Ian vel
dolendre tern ipit
sum nis nullamcommy nullamet, se velit ea at. It
amet volutpat ulluptatem vel dolum aute doloreet veliquat euguerat adio deliqua
atum dolorpero etum ilia augiamet nonsecte
mconsenissis
eumsan hendigna aliquatue vel in euis nulla feui
et nim dolobore
eugiating ea consenim am,sum endre modolorexeratum quis
peros acidunt utat augue vel ulput irit la feugiat.
nibh ex estrud
Alls adion bent ut lore magna facincipit num
del ex eum aclneummy num dignim quate magna amconullam
cinit illamconse
do od doluptat la fadliquis dolortie verit alit atie
molortisi bla facipit
commy nonsequis nonsendre mod del iriliquisi
dipit augue vel indlla ad tatumsandit, si bla facip- nos et num alls etum
sum nonsequam, sum quamconse digna feuguer zzrillan exeros esse
aliquis nullam at veliquam, consed ea feu feugait, tat esequis molumsa
sim nit adio odignibb eum velenit vel dolore mode ndiamet wisit eratem
dolor si.
in hendiam quat nulla
feum diat in verci bla
Gait wis doluptat, cortie dolute vendio od mofacilit nullaor adignibh
dipsu scillam, quat vercil utat lam quat. Ut vel
esto et nis numsand
elessisl ut vel iusdii quisis augiatummy niscilisi
lure faccum ing eu feum acil erci blaortio doloreet ionsent dolorper sim.
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Just the Facts,Sir
Carrot Top
Ostiscin henismodo digna feugiat
laorem zzrillu ptatue dionsequi tetum
quatem num init pratue dit vel duipisis esequatincin velese consendre
feugait et utetue doloborem ilisi.
Nonum adiam nostaid dolorem
diam, sustrud tern nibh ea feuis adio
od dolum veliquiscil ulput am. ver si
tat. lit la adipsustrud et utet, susto
odiat.
Rud esectet luptat. Tet, commy nosto
dolut wisi irit venisi.
Im aliquisi ipisi utetumsan verit
essisissenit praessequat, sisim
quissequip eui tat lortin heniat. Duis
doloreet lor ing etuerosto el ex etue
vel irit ip enibh et elit augiatue modolor ipit dolobore modigna alis aut alit
ipis et venisi il doloborem zzriustrud
tin euis ent delis augue modolore
vel dolorercing exeraes sectet, vel
eum am vercili smolummy nonullutat,
quisis augait, si.
Ibh eugait nis ero dolorting eugiam,
» quam nosto duis nullamc onsectet

'♦ ^

Autpat iureseugat
Idunt niamet lit verit iustrud ea
feuipsusci bla consed molesed
min hendignim\dolore consequisi.
Pit, quamet autpat amcorem iure
min vulla feu fadidunt illummi^d
delenis am, quatem dunt iur§ consequat eugiat.

i

I

abh et wisit iriliquisi blaoreetum do
odion ut nulput in ut vullum dolenim
velit ea conulpu tpatin henis elestmd
elisi tie eugue commolore molendignim quat luptat doluplatin henit
velesto ea ad euguercilis ese
commodo dolorem ipismod
olessed er sis at.
Tatuero dolestrud mincinim
dolortionsed dip exer se feugiat. Ut el ut dolessed te te
magnit ip eraesequatem ilia
facilit diamet luptat aut wisi.
Henim quis eniate feu facilit
alit velendip ea fad eugait alisi
ex esed eu facipsusto enim
iriustrud magna aliquat acip ea
auguerilit ut volore molore tatem nos
nulput at, quip erit la con ulla augiam,
sit nim nisit numsandio dolesto conse
consequatum dolorem vel eum zzrit.
Yis at, sequisisi exer sit lummolobore volorerit vulputatem
do commolor ipissi tisi enim
acilluptat prat del dolortie corem deliquat.
Met aliquatem dolobore molut
ipit accum dit luptatue dolor se
modiamcommy nonsequi bla
con bent ad euipis nonulpute
dolore molobor sequam quat ip
eum dolorti nissequip el dolore
magnit el et venim nullumm
olorper sim dolessi.
Olore magna feum zzriure
dolore duisi. Onsequatie vel
iure conulputpat vel
do commy nulla facil
erosto et, si et, velesequipit adit nummy
nulluptat laorem
vulla feugiam, sequi
blaorpe rdduisi dolor
si tionsecte te del
ind tatue magna.
Feum non hendre
conse vendionsecte
■ .k
min euipit la faccum
quatuer ills nullaoreet praestis am.

quisse magnim volenis exer si eu
feu feugait volore essisi bla feugait
nummodolorem quisdp enis nul
lum nonulput dolutpat amcon exer
adigna consed dionulla autpatuero
duis num dit adliquisi ullutalis
nisi ip euis Min eu feugiat iustrud
do conum digna feugiam duismod olorper iure tat num velit ut
. amet, quamcon sequipisit ad erat
'■ volese tie el at. Duis alit la fadlis
nullute vel ut del irit do exeraestmd eu fadlit num am, volor
autate minisi.
Luptat ad dolendi amcoreet ex
eseniam consed dolenisi.
Unt veriuscin henibh ea coreet
nim eugueros nostmd dolorem ipsusci
ndllan utpatum nim dolore magna alissi
bla consequ isdila faccumsan vullupt
ationse quisisi utatum zzriliq uismod do
odiamet loborer aestrud dolore et
vent et in eugait, quat. Ut lutat uta
tum iureet luptat lore eraessequat
aute tisi.
Lis nulla augue delesent ad tis nim
irit aliscipsusto commy nis nit inibh
et, ver sum dolor sustio od exer se
tat.
Vulputat il dionsectem inisi euguero essequi blaorperd blaore do ex
ea facidunt lutpat. Obore deliquissisl ea am, conse veratio nsequat alit velit, commodit in henim
dunt vel iriure tet augiamet ulput
aut luptatuer susdiit nis auguera
tionsed tat. Duiscidunt
ut autem indl digna
cor irit venissi te velis
num dolore con elit
lum ea at adn henibh
ent irilisc ipsusd blandip euisi.
ConsequisI ut at
atueriure consed min
ut utat praesse do
odio ex ea feumsan
hent Ian ut veros delis
nibh ercing el eugiam,
veraese tate min ulpu.
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■Dr. Feelgood
ipit illan ut ipit velendip eliquamet in eros nostrud
1 Ming exeros ad
ea feu feugait
do eu fadduis diat landre do et alit prat at. Ut wisnonsenit ad fe
mod miniat lum in vero commolore commy nisim
magna ad tat,
dip exer in ullamet nim quam dolore magnit alit,
con eum zzriliquate tat luptat. dummy niscidunt nos nonse%
quam, vendiam
quatue mindlit aliquat vulla faccum zzrit am, vel
nullute magna
utpatiniamet inibh eummy nosto ea feugiametue
aliquat ad mod
dio od magna faccum niam, conullaore magniat
dolotpe raessed
lorero consenisdn utatum diam nullum ipisi et
et alit ad tatue
lutpatisdp exerosto er sim zzriusc iliquisi ullam
dolesent diamaliquip ex etue te consed ex elent landrem alisconsecte dio
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adionse quipisi.
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luptat.
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Exercise off the Month
Ostrud magnis erdncilit iriustion eugiatem vendre digna feuisi.
Am zzrit inis acil doloreet praesed tat. Tat vel exero odit ut nit vel dolore eugiat aliquam, consequatie
molorpe riliquat.
Bor sum zzrit aliquamet aut nim niat dipsumsan utem venismo dolent nonummod do et ilit la feu
facipit wissed dit prat. Ut accummy nostion eniam ipisi eugue faccumsan vendrer iustio ent nibh elent
pratet ullandrercin enim dolobor tionsequip enis nim am quat prat nulla faccum iustismod modolore er
adio do diamet am veros alit alit alit luptat, quip enim zzrit lorer acil doloreet wiscillan ullaort ionsecte
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Ed et luptat, vullum quisi te magna ad tet am doleniat in hent velessequat landre feuguer aut ilis
eu feugiam nulput dolore magnit ing estrud tiscips
ummodolut laorem dignibh eugait ulla faciduis
ametuer aestrud mod tet lut ipsusto odigna feuip

Ed et luptat, vullum quisi te magna ad tet am doleniat in hent velessequat landre feuguer aut ills
eu feugiam nulput dolore magnit ing estrud tiscips
ummodolut laorem dignibh eugait ulla faciduis
ametuer aestrud mod tet lut ipsusto odigna feuip

Ed et luptat, vullum quisi te magna ad tet am doleniat in hent velessequat landre feuguer aut ilis
eu feugiam nulput dolore magnit ing estrud tiscips
ummodolut laorem dignibh eugait ulla faciduis
ametuer aestrud mod tet lut ipsusto odigna feuip

Ed et luptat, vullum quisi te magna ad tet am doleniat in hent velessequat landre feuguer aut ilis
eu feugiam nulput dolore magnit ing estrud tiscips
ummodolut laorem dignibh eugait ulla faciduis
ametuer aestrud mod tet lut ipsusto odigna feuip

)
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Ut ad mod doloreet, corem quip ex ent lum nos num do commy nim vel dolore modolenit,
quat, quamet del ent dionsendrem zzriurer sed mincing ei eu feugiat in eugait wisit etum
adignim at nonuila commolorpero eu feugait, susciii amconsed d gna facipiscipit uiiam quat
eum ex ex etue tat enit, venim quamet, suscii ea commodip enit euisim deiis ea faci estrud ex
eugue ex ea autem in vuiium zat. Duissequi tern iusci biamconum aidel ent dionsendrem zzriurer sed mincing el eu feugiat in eugait wisit etum adignim at nonuiia commoiorpe.
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Random Reds
Boston, Mass.
Ad eugait ad min ullandit aut velenim in utat, venibh etum quis ad delenisi
etue faccum verosto dionseq uamconsequis nim augue minim zzrilla ndi.
Ex eril el et, sequamcx)Sally Jones, 45
num dolorero estrud del
School Teacher
dolore esequis nim dolorUt lum euisi utpate dip erit,
per ipismod exer sit lorem
quismodignit acipit nim ilidoluptat, core dolessis alit
quat nim ipit lutatum moloniscilit iure
bor si tatin ullam
((Duis nim
conulputatue
ip euguerating
molorerilis
enim zzrilluptat.
imp seq
exerosto duis
vPutat wis do
uatumsa
aliquisim dololore magnim eu
boreet lortie te
faccum zzriliquis
ndigna con
niamet wis acid.
magna comsequ ismodio my non bent
Henis augiamc
onsequisisis
nsequis num in exero od tat
volore doleaugiam eugait
volore.ff
nibh eugueraugait veliquadlit vel ing
met vulput luptat.
euguero cortinim zzriustrud
Ut autpat, se con bent
iriusto eu faccum nullamc
ming ero commodi onulputommolorer aut am, quippat nim nonsendit wisi.
susto elisim ad dit am er se Te modolor percidunt ad
ent dolobor sent ex et, si
tatuercil ulput amcor sit,
eraessi.
sed tat nulputem dolore.

Whitney Waller, 30
Kristin Barnes, 25
Kathy Johnson, 36 Amanda Perry, 21
Sales Director
Student
Actress
Waitress
“An ulluptate erostie te
“An ulluptate erostie te
“An ulluptate erostie te
“An ulluptate erostie te
digna faccums andiam
digna faccums andiam
digna faccums andiam
digna faccums andiam
nosto odit, conum diam
nosto odit, conum diam
nosto odit, conum diam
nosto odit, conum diam
acil dolorem quipit Ian
acil dolorem quipit Ian
acil dolorem quipit Ian
acil dolorem quipit Ian
utatem qui blaorero dolorer utatem qui blaorero dolorer utatem qui blaorero dolorer utatem qui blaorero dolorer
si blam zzrit ullutpat, qui
si blam zzrit ullutpat, qui
si blam zzrit ullutpat, qui
si blam zzrit ullutpat, qui
blaorperat del ute modo
blaorperat del ute modo
blaorperat del ute modo
blaorperat del ute modo
lor erillam el iliqui tatue
lor erillam el iliqui tatue
lor erillam el iliqui tatue
lor erillam el iliqui tatue
tat atem adiam inibh ea
tat atem adiam inibh ea
tat atem adiam inibh ea
tat atem adiam inibh ea
n
ff
commy nulput nis adions.” commy nulput nis adions,” commy nulput nis adions. commy nulput nis adions.
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Poes she or doesn»t she?
Can you spot the bottle redheads? What about the natural ones? If
you are really on top of things, you’ll find the enhanced redheads, too.
Good luck! Check your answers at the bottom.
‘a

I

r
L
"Cilis nisit adio eu faddunt
'Cilis nisit adio eu faddunt
"Cilis nisit adk)eu facidunt
wisi utatum In ut nonseni
wisi utatum in ut nonseni
wisi utatum in ut nonseni
amcommy nis num nostnid
amcommy nis num nostrud
amcommy nis num nostrud
modiam. core el Hit ad."
modiam, core el Hit ad."
modiam. core el ilit ad."
Suzanne, 28
Suzanne, 28
Suzanne, 28
Gulfport, Miss.
Gulfport, Miss.
Gulfport, Miss.

"Cilis nisit adio eu facidunt
wisi utatum in ut nonseni
amcommy nis num nostrud
modiam, core el ilit ad."
Suzanne. 28
Gulfport, Miss.

.

Camille, 31

r%
me, 31<

Trivia: Ismod tion utem zzrit aliquis exerit wis nulla faccum iustrud tet iurercil ut nonulla core die
ent ad magniam consequisis nos enit ipsuscinis nonullandre velenisi dionumsandre dipisi eum atet
exer at. Riure molorem amet, consequat. Uptat, con euisim II utatum quip eugiam am acin ero con.
■jid| lejd tedtne soja xe dinbasa |ob ujapasuou /tiuujns joo ea apasuoo ea prutsaiaA uinuo|uo|op ujnaj ea qqiuaA junppui
■|s jajoiopoui pasaejanienb lue \e ea ajpuag UjUJ ajoo og pruisa xa d|puB|q jna :SIJ3MSNV
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Carlie Kollath
Product Junkie
Ginger

Product Junkie
Product du jour - Pantene Pro-VRed Expressions

I tried. I really did. Every time I walked past Wal-Mart’s display for Pantene
Pro-V Expressions, I had to tell myself I still had half a bottle of Paves
Professional Flawless Un-Damaged Goods Deep Repairing Conditioning Milk in
my shower. But, the shelf of copper-colored bottles was calling my name. The
conditioner designed for natural, highlighted and dyed redheads boasts of
“prismatic shine enhancers to optimize your unique color with greater Intensity,
high shine and the just-colored feeling of beautifully conditioned hair.” The
temptation of the scientific-sounding magic shine remedy was too much. I caved
and bought the conditioner made for auburn to burgundy colors (the only color
option for redhead). I was a little concerned about the formula altering my natural
color, but the info assured me that Pantene uses a non-color depositing
concoction with cherry bark extract.
I’ve been using Red Expressions for a week, and I have to tell you that I
get a huge kick out of seeing my redhead product in my shower. However, my
excitement with the product ends there. My hair Is shiny and manageable, but I
haven’t found this new line to do anything that regular Pantene Complete Care
wouldn’t do for me. Yeah, Red Expressions smells a little different and Is tinted
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pink, but for the $5.99 1 shelled out on a regular sized bottle, I could have
purchased a large-sized Pantene Complete Care conditioner.
My sister also tried out the new conditioner. Her naturally sandy brown
hair is highlighted with browns, blondes and reds. After two washes with the
conditioner, her red highlights were much more prominent and her overall hair
color was a lot warmer.
When my hairdresser massaged my head with ever-so-expensive Redken
products during my Pantene trial period, I queried her about my conditioning
hesitations. After grimacing at the mention of Pantene, she instructed me to buy
products made for “wild, crazy, unmanageable-and-needs-taming hair” instead of
color-specific products. My heart broke a little at the revelation that I didn’t need
to support the red haircare industry. But, then thoughts of Freeman’s Papaya and
Mango conditioner ripe for the picking made everything better.

Pros
Leaves hair feeling smooth and looking sleek. Enhances red highlights.
Smells good.

Cons
Relatively expensive with no added benefits for natural redheads.

2
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The Bottom Line
If you are looking to bring out your red tones or prolong your color,
Pantene Pro-V Red Expressions is a great choice!

Recommended
Yes

This product best suits: color-treated hair
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Carlie Kollath
Realm of Redheads
Ginger

Candi Best was frustrated with the internet in 1998. After typing in
“redheads” in several search engines, the results advertised promises of X-rated
pictures. Best, a natural redhead in Lawrence, Kansas, was looking for a way to
“befriend other redheads,” she says on her web site.
She then used her web skills and started the Realm of Redheads
(www.realmofredheads.com) as a hobby, governed by the motto “It's not just a
hair color. It's a state of mind." Seven years later, the Realm now has 2,687
redheaded members posting pictures, interests, rants, poetry and makeup tips.
Best, 29, also sells redhead paraphernalia such as her popular t-shirts with
slogans like “Carrot tops are green, Einstein" and “The Legendary Spitfire
Redhead.”
Membership is open to natural and color-treated redheads. The Realm
charges a one-time membership fee of $5 to cover operations costs.
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Carlie Kollath
Planet Redhead
Ginger

Want to date a redhead? Planet Redhead (www.planetredhead.com) is
here to help. Planet Redhead, the sister site to the Realm of Redheads, offers its
services to help you find the perfect person among American redheads, a group
that accounts for less than 5 percent of the U.S. population.
The newly created site already has over 1,000 members looking to date a
redhead and redheads wanting a date. The company is advertised as a
personals site that was “created specifically for redheads and those who love
them.
Planet Redhead members are able to post pictures, descriptions, hobbies,
interests, turn-ons and turn-offs. A basic membership is free and allows you to
post a profile and search other profiles. An upgrade to a premium lifetime
membership is $19.95 and allows members to send and receive messages from
interested parties. American and international members are welcome, with
current profiles hailing from locales like Australia and Spain.
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Carlie Kollath
Redhead couple
Ginger

When Lorrie Lyon gave Ben Beitzel a card for his 21st birthday, she
signed it “Your Sister.” Little did she know she would be dating him a year later.
Lyon said it’s a running joke between the two redheaded Student Media
leaders at Ole Miss. Every time the two go out, people ask If they are siblings.
“I just nod, smile and say,'No, we’re not,” Beitzel, a native of Troy, Ohio,
said.
Beitzel, 22, laughed as he talked about the time a waiter In a Mexican
restaurant asked if he and Lyon were brothers. Beitzel leaned back in his chair
and yelled across the newsroom to Lyon to see if she also remembered the
episode. Lyon, the station manager for Channel 12, laughed quickly In response
before returning to her preparations for the evening’s newscast.
Benny-Boo, as Lyon refers to him, said their common hair color gave them
something to talk about at the beginning of their six-month relationship,
discussions on what he calls “the trials and tribulations of growing up
redheaded.
Lyon, 22, said they handled people’s comments differently in their younger
days.
I’m the quiet one who took getting made fun of,” Lyon said. “He’s loud
and boisterous. We’re both stubborn.
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Beitzel said he learned to be quick-witted at a young age in order to fend
off his tormentors. Now, he’s known for his loud attention-grabbing comments,
especially in the newsroom.
Ben is, without question, the loudest student in the SMC (Student Media
Center)," said Ralph Braseth, the SMC director since 1997. ‘Tm not sure I’ve
had anyone louder. I thought I was loud. I don’t even come in a distant second to
Ben. You know when he’s here. He’s loud, stubborn, and day in and day out, he
puts together a pretty darn good sports section.”
Beitzel currently puts in about 40 hours a week as the sports editor of The
Daily Mississippi, but the time commitment is nothing new to Beitzel who served
as the city news editor last year.
Lyon also worked in the SMC last year, filling the position of station
manager at Channel 12. She broke the historical time-length of the job and
returned for a second year in the 2004 - 2005 school term. Braseth said Lyon
was selected again because she “lives and breathes journalism.”
“Like Ben, she has lots of energy and has developed into a respected
manager,” he said. “Our students have to listen to her because she walks the
walk. She can be really tough, but I find her to be very fair. She’s competent.
She’s kind. I love that quality. She can also be pretty demanding.”
Because of their time-consuming jobs, Lyon and Beitzel schedule their
dally lunches together. Lyon said her favorite foods Include cheeseburgers and
cookies. Beitzel capitalizes on her taste buds by baking cookies and giving them
to his “baby girl” as presents.
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And “baby girl” is the only nickname Lyon has found acceptable, so far.
“He’s still trying out nicknames,” Lyon said. “He’ll try something like ‘Honey
Pie,’ and I’m like ‘No.’ It doesn’t fit coming out of Ben’s mouth.”
Whispers of sweet nothings are one of the only things that don’t sound
right coming from Beitzel. The self-described opinionated, rude, jovial and nice
college senior isn’t afraid of speaking up.
His senior year in high school, he was banned from baseball games after
he made offensive comments directed toward the umpire. But, he said, that time
it really wasn’t his fault.
It was the other kid’s fault,” he said, the frustration of the moment coming
back with each word. “I wasn’t the guy who instigated it. I sat next to him. What
really gets me is the principal said, ‘I wouldn’t have known who it was if you
hadn’t had red hair.
Lyon had her own problems with her rare hair color in high school. Her
friend was trying to set her up with a boy and while her friend talked to the boy,
Lyon listened on another handset. After several minutes of the friend’s seemingly
persuasive words, the boy said he wasn’t interested in Lyon because he thought
redheads were ugly.
“That’s when I knew I was different,” Lyon said. “But as soon as you get to
college everybody likes red hair. It becomes cool.”
Lyon, with a small smile, casually remarked that a guy at Mardi Gras In
New Orleans offered her $100 to prove she was a real redhead. She turned
down his request.
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She said when she isn’t getting strange offers or working at the TV station,
she tries to fit in the time to play racquetball with Beitzel. Lyon said she used to
dread playing sports because whenever she started moving, her skin would turn
red. The other participants would then treat Lyon like she was out of shape. Now
she plays with Beitzel, a fellow redhead with a similar problem.
“I’m so happy that I found somebody who understands how it feels to be
red all the time and won’t give me crap about it,” she said, and then promptly
corrected herself and said to take out “crap” because her mother hates that word.
In the newsroom, Beitzel and Lyon said people used to make comments
about the two redheads dating. Lyon said when she first started hanging out with
Beitzel, DM Editor-in-Chief Emery Carrington told them to “please get married
and have redheaded babies.”
Lyon said she would be OK with a redheaded daughter but Isn’t thrilled
<

with the idea of a redheaded son.
“I’ve watched too many redheaded guy friends never have girlfriends,” she
said with a sigh.
And before Beitzel, she didn’t date redheads, and didn’t think about the
possibility, ever.
“I’ve never really been attracted to redheads guy-wise,” she said, and promptly
looked toward Beitzel’s desk prominently displaying a picture of the couple.
“Ben’s going to kill me for that.”

4

Even though the two spend the day together in the SMC, Braseth said to
the best of his knowledge, they are able to separate their personal lives from
their professional relationship.
“They do a really good job of keeping their private business out of our
office, and I really appreciate that more than you can imagine,” Braseth said.
“The majority of couples have created problems for the newsroom... I can handle
style, grammar, ethics problems. I can’t do couples counseling. I’m not qualified.”
But Beitzel and Lyon said they see no need for couples counseling. They
prefer to work out their disagreements out on the racquetball court.
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Carlie Kollath
Phyllis de Weerdt profile
Ginger

As a young child, Phyllis de Weerdt knew she was different from her
friends in Pretoria, South Africa. Her reddish-gold hair and her light skin sprinkled
with freckles made her stand out from her blonde or brunette counterparts with
deep tans.
She tuned out their taunts of “spoertjies,” an Afrikaans term similar to
“freckle face,” by imagining herself as Ariel, the redheaded star in Disney’s “The
Little Mermaid.”
“I was not considered pretty in South Africa,” de Weerdt said. “I always
liked my hair, though. I never was wishing to change it.”
De Weerdt, now 20, said she spent many of her younger days in the pool
with her best friend, also a redhead, pretending to be the famous mermaid. The
only time they seriously quarreled was when her best friend traveled to Walt
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Disney World and returned with an Ariel costume, complete with a green
mermaid tail.
“I was so mad at her that she didn’t bring me one,” de Weerdt said.
At age 15, de Weerdt said goodbye to her friend as the de Weerdt family
moved to Jackson, Mississippi.
She said she didn’t have many problems with people making fun of her
hair or her freckles once she arrived in the Magnolia State. In fact, she said she
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received many compliments. Most surprising to her upon arrival in the States was
the large number of people who dye their hair red.
"But, it’s understandable because our red hair is gorgeous and people
want to dye their hair,” de Weerdt said.‘They shouldn’t lie about it when people
ask. They should say,‘For shame. I’ve dyed my hair.’”
De Weerdt drastically changed her hairstyle in January, chopping off over
10 Inches of her signature tresses to donate to Locks of Love. Locks of Love is
organization that takes donated hair and makes hairpieces for financiallydisadvantaged children suffering from long-term medical hair loss, according to
their web site. Along with the shorter hairdo, de Weerdt also added gold
highlights. She said the entire time she was getting her hair cut, customers kept
commenting about her hair.
"Everyone tells me that I’m a redhead and they’ll argue with me,” de
Weerdt said. “I really love redheads and I want to be a redhead but when I look in
the mirror, it’s strawberry blonde. I’m not blonde; I know that. I’m not a flaming
redhead. Gosh, that would be fabulous.”
She paused for a few moments to twirl her chin-length hair in her white
fingers.
“I wish the blonde could be out of it. I feel It takes away from the redness if
I say blonde. So, it’s strawberry gold,” she said with a satisfied smile.
But her eyebrows are not a matching shade of strawberry gold.
“I dye them,” she blurted out and quickly hid her blushing face with her
hands.
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She said it all started when she was 12. Her mother took her to a salon
where they dyed the young de Weerdt’s white eyebrows.
“But they came out orange.” de Weerdt said. “Not a natural orange but like
I had taken an orange crayon and colored them.”
Her mother attempted to fix the problem by applying a spray form of hair
dye. Instead, the spray dye reacted with the orange eyebrows and turned the hair
black. De Weerdt said she had to go to her elementary school in South Africa the
next day with light strawberry blonde hair and black eyebrows.
“It looked really weird,” de Weerdt said.
De Weerdt said she continues to dye her eyebrows and eyelashes every
month when she returns to Jackson to visit her family.
One of de Weerdt’s roommates at The University of Mississippi, Leigh
Anne Foster, said she finds de Weerdt’s coloring issues amusing because de
Weerdt’s eyebrows are always very noticeable the week after they are dyed.
“Her eyebrows are as dark as mine,” she said, pointing to her dark
eyebrows that perfectly match her chestnut hair.
De Weerdt said she recently got perturbed while shopping with Foster for
shampoo. She said Foster bought hair products from John Frieda’s new line.
Brilliant Brunette.
I saw the line for blondes and the one for brunettes,” said a frustrated de
Weerdt. “Where’s the redhead one? I want to write him a letter.'
She said her new short hairdo has led her to buy more hair products
especially ones that promise to fight frizzy hair.
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“It’s much more poofy when it’s short,’’ de Weerdt said. “I look like a
canary. I didn’t see this coming.’’
Yet, de Weerdt said she still loves her hair, as she always has. However,
she recalls a time when her hair opinions were challenged,
“I was confronted by these girls freshman year in my dorm who wanted to
dye my hair blonde,’’ de Weerdt said, her voice getting louder as she talked. “Are
you mad? Everyone has blonde hair. Why would I dye my hair blonde?’’
De Weerdt, now a junior psychology major at Ole Miss, kept her unique
look and is a very recognizable campus personality with her 5-foot-9-inch frame,
blue eyes and red hair. She said she’s recently been given the nickname of
“Foxy.” The Wesley Foundation, a Methodist campus ministry, capitalized on her
looks and South African heritage and is featuring heron their new advertising
posters, “All the Children of the World.”
“Phyllis is a bright, shiny, smiley person who is actively involved in
Wesley,” said campus minister, Mark Taylor. “She has a bright personality that
draws you to her. It’s very easy to find a picture of her that expresses that.
“She has a really good spirit about her. She represents a lot of what we
are desiring the Wesley Foundation to be. She is a very solid Individual.”
Taylor said they were also looking for different colorations on the poster
that features six students. He said that looking over the students affiliated with
the program, he found a high percentage of redheaded participants.
“It’s like genetic selection that Wesley Foundation chooses redheads,” he
said with a laugh. “We invite and welcome redhead people.”
30
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Carlie Kollath
Redhead Community
Ginger

/ did not like growing up with red hair in a little southern town. I was teased
horribly. I remember once around the age of eight, in the lunchroom, a boy told
me in a snide manner, as I walked passed him, that I looked like Strawberry
Shortcake. I turned and said to him, "Well, at least I look like someone famous."I
then turned and held my head up as I walked on.
Decemberelement, 28, female, Washington
www.realmofredheads.com
Carrot top. Freckle face. Strawberry Shortcake. Pippi Longstocking. Or
plain ole Red. You’ve heard them. I’ve heard them. They’ve been hollered out in
mockery by the cool kids in junior high. They’ve been followed by a whistle from
the construction workers you pass on the sidewalk. Sometimes they make you
cringe. Sometimes they make you strut a little more. They are a part of who we
are, who we were and who we imagine ourselves to be. They are a part of being
a redhead.
\
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Until the sixth grade, I didn’t realize being a redhead set me apart from the
other kids. That year, I met my “bosom friend,’’ a term we would later borrow from
fellow redhead Anne Shirley of “Anne of Green Gables.’’ My bosom friend was a
tall, unusually skinny, pale, freckled 12-year-old girl named Promise. She had
long red hair in the same pumpkin-mixed-with-blood shade as mine. She sang
Shania Twain songs, wore scandalous denim shorts that revealed her spotted
white legs and her butt cheeks if she sat just right, and flirted with every guy who
glanced at her. She was the exact opposite of me. Besides the hair, we had no
reason to be friends. Yet, we began to spend recess together, eat lunch together
and soon became “The Redheads” of the school. People opted to ask where the
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redheads were instead of asking for us by name. At first, I hated hearing “Hey,
Redhead!” echo down the locker-filled hallway. I would ignore it. But it grew on
me. Promise and I were the redheads. The teachers knew us and so did the
students, even the high school students. We were the redheads.

Yes, I do believe there is something to the idea that redheads have an
unspoken bond with each other and I sincerely think that it stems from the fact
we share a common burden when we are growing up. Because of this, I think
reds, in general, tend to be much more sensitive and empathetic with each other
and everyone around us. I cannot seem to find the right words to fully describe it,
but I draw the analogy of a similar bonding from my years in the fire service.
When you share a stressful expehence or background, you are much more likely
to relate on a deeper level than you can with anyone else. Thus the reason that
reds bond with each other.
SirWolfy, 37, male, Pennsylvania
WWW.realmofredheads.com
I stumbled upon the Realm of Redheads when I was 16. As the web page
loaded and I read the interviews from redheads around the world, I eagerly
clicked around the site. I was in awe that there was a club specifically for
redheads. My redhead friends and I had joked about starting a club at my high
school, but I was shocked to actually see an international redhead club with
hundreds of members. The stories about the worst pick-up lines and hideous
orange lipstick made me laugh as I thought about my own experiences. I joined
and officially made my debut In the redhead community.
Candl M. Best started the Realm of Redheads on June 30, 1998 after being
frustrated with searches for “redheads” on the internet resulting in pornography
sites. “I wanted to befriend other redheads, not date them,” she says on her site’s
information page. “I wanted a site where I could Interact with them and talk to
them.” Best says she also started the Realm to show that each redhead is
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different and the stereotypes are not always true. “There are redheads who are
laid-back and easy going,” she says via e-mail. “Not all redheads have a raging
sex drive. Not all redheads hail from Ireland or Scotland. Not all redheads have
freckles. Some redheads do tan naturally, and the list goes on and on. It always
infuriated me that people thought we were all the same. We share similar
characteristics and experiences, yes, but it's insane to think that we ail act, think
or behave in a certain way.
The word spread about the Realm and now the site has 2,863 members, a
pretty large number considering less than 1 percent of the world’s population is
redheaded. According to The Redhead Encyclopedia by Stephen Douglas, most
of the world’s redheads live in Scotland where 13 percent of the population Is
redheaded. The United States population is made up of 2 to 5 percent redheads
meaning about 3 to 6 million redheads call America home. Based In Kansas, the
Realm attracts many American members, but it does include large numbers from
countries like England, Australia, Canada and Ireland. The growing membership
number doesn’t surprise Best. “Most redheads have an affinity for other
redheads, an unspoken bond with each other,” she says in her e-mail. “We're so
unique that it's natural for us to seek each other out. compare histories, share
common problems (such as finding makeup that works), etc.”
I was curious whether other hair colors had the same affinity for each other.
A Google search for “blondes” resulted in pages of blonde jokes, a handful of
adult web sites and the British Blonde Society, a club of people involved with
raising the Blonde breed of cattle. A search for “brunettes” turns up with the
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same type of results. Best says she doesn’t expect the other hair colors to start
an organization like the Realm because they don’t have the same type of
community. “Redheads are very different, because we grew up different,” she
says. “We carry ourselves differently. I think we have more spunk. We had to.
The stereotypes about redheads' tempers precede us. People make judgments
based on our personality before we even open our mouths. It's no wonder so
many redheads have so much spunk- we were conditioned that way.”

If anyone ever comments about my appearance, it’s always about my hair.
I like it. I'm proud of my hair color and the heritage it came from. It’s like the
ultimate icebreaker... I’m always asked things like, ”ls it natural?” ”Do you
highlight?” ’’Does anyone else in your family have red hair?” ’’Are you Irish?” And
more often, people want to comment about the redheads they know, or things
about red hair that they know such as ”My niece has hairjust a little darker than
yours. She hates it, but everyone else is so jealous of her!” or ”1 tried to go red
once, but I could never get it quite right."... Maybe it’s just my personality, but
being singled out because of my hair color makes me feel like an individual distinct from the bland brown and blonde masses. If I wasn't already red, I’d dye
itjust to get the attention.
Gaelic__girl, 28, female, California
WWW.realmofredheads.com
I got my red hair from my mom. She has the same color, or she did until a
few years ago when she discovered stray gray hairs. Appalled that her treasured
red hair was marred by these parasites of age, she headed to Wal-Mart and
brought me along for what she said was moral support. We got to the hair dye
aisle and she held up a handful of my hair to the sample of dyed hair. “Not quite
it,” she murmured. Then the handful of hair moved lower. My mom,the shortest
in my family at 5’2, suggested I kneel so she could see better. I knelt and then
she grabbed a handful of my hair on the other side of my head to “be more
efficient,” she said. So, there we were in Wal-Mart, I was on my knees crawling
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down the aisle and my mom was holding my hair up like bat wings, making them
flutter toward the shelves when the hair sample looked similar. She wound up
buying a box of dye and then she swore me to secrecy. “I’m a natural redhead,
OK?” she said, putting her curly red locks into a ponytail.
I never really understood the friction between the natural and dyed
redheads (dyed redheads are commonly referred to as bottle redheads) when I
was younger. The bottle redheads were obviously fake because they usually had
a purplish tinge to their hair. My mom and I made a game of picking out fake or
real redheads. I later found out it’s a game most redheads play. Ben Beltzel, a
redhead from Ohio, has been dating fellow redhead Lorrie Lyon for several
months. Beitzel says the game Is a source of entertainment for them, too. “But
she’s much better at It than me,” he confides.
Lately, the game has been a bit more difficult. Dyes have Improved and
the popularity of red hair has gone up. One Australian salon reported in 2003 that
at least 40 percent of all the dye jobs done in the salon included some red
coloring. In Mexico, sales of red hair dye Increased 21 percent in 2003. In Japan,
one pound of red hair dye is sold annually for every Japanese woman over the
age of 15. In Korea, eight out of 10 people in their twenties have had their hair
dyed red at one point In time. And back in the United States, red undertones and
highlights are replacing the historical favorite, blonde. Hair dye companies are
responding by launching product lines focusing on red hair dye, such as Clairol’s
“Fall In Love" line in 2004. Hair care companies are responding by launching
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products for redheads, such as Pantene Pro-V Red Expressions and John
Frieda’s Radiant Red.
Some statistics estimate there are more bottle redheads in the United
States than natural redheads. This increase is causing a riff in the redhead
community. Best, of the Realm of Redheads, allows bottle redheads to join her
site, but says she does get criticized from some of the natural redheads for her
policy. "A lot of natural redheads dislike it that others dye their hair red, because
they feel like they didn't pay their ‘dues,’” she says. “They didn't grow up with the
teasing, or ever go through bottles and bottles of lemon juice trying to fade their
freckles, or spend endless hours burning themselves in the sun trying
desperately to tan. And I do understand that perspective. However, I'm not
offended by dyed redheads at all, and have room on my site for everyone. I have
heard from so many of them that they felt like they were born to be a redhead.
Most women who dye their hair red (disregarding teen-agers who change their
hair color every three months, of course), end up leaving it red permanently.
because there just isn't any color that suits them physically or emotionally.”
Sharon Tadej grew up with brownish-blackish hair. At 38 years old, the
Mississippian got her hair chopped into a pixie cut with little 3-inch spikes on her
head. She tried going blonde but she says the color didn’t work with her skin
tone. Then, she noticed the large number of natural redheads In her family and
decided to try the color. Fifteen years later, Tadej’s hair is her signature. “I get
comments quite frequently,’’ she says, sitting in her office cubicle decorated with
pictures of her two college-age children. “Men usually comment. I don’t know
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whether it’s the color or the style.” She says she tried to go gray but people kept
asking her when she was going to do her hair red again.
Now, she gets her hair done once a week. She says her stylist will cut,
dye, apply product and do whatever else needs to be done to make her bright
Corvette Red hair look good. “The less I have to do the better,” she says. “This is
all I do to my hair in the morning.” She rubs her palms on her head, looking like a
pet owner trying to dry a wet cat. She then pulls on the pointed tips of her hair.
“It’s more manageable for me.” Tadej says even though she’s a bottle redhead,
people Identify her as a redhead and she identifies herself as one. Does she plan
on keeping the look as she slowly approaches 60? "Probably,” she says,
laughing and throwing her head back. “At least until I get enough nerve to go
gray.

OK, / must confess...! always loved the attention my red hair brought
Every time I was at a birthday party or show where a child was to be chosen for
something, I was sure to be selected. The fact that I was a total ham didn’t hurt
either, I guess. I wasn't teased too badly, but for some reason it drove me
bonkers when people called me Little Orphan Annie - so of course everyone did.
Jolie, 29, female. New York
WWW.realmofredheads.com
One of the best parts of being a redhead is I can always find myself in a
group picture. All I have to do is look for the mass of red in the picture. The mass
of red also garnered me the nickname of “Big Red” in high school and 25-cent
packs of Big Red gum was consistently taped to my locker. Too bad I’m a Trident
Spearmint fan. However, there are the times when I wish I wasn’t a redhead.
During my freshman orientation at college, I went to an outdoor picnic with
tables covered in bowls of messy barbeque chicken and yellow potato salad.
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Sitting in the middle of the table, the star of the show was a carved watermelon
with skewers of cut fruit stuck in the dripping flesh. I yanked out a skewer, and at
the same time, a guy yanked out one from the other half of the melon. The melon
tipped to the side like a buoy in rough seas and fell off the table, smashing into
the brick below. We didn’t know what to do and one of the custodians told us to
leave and not worry about it. 1 sat down at the table furthest away from my crime
scene. Then, I realized 1 didn’t have a drink. I was getting a bottle of water by the
food table when the caterers returned. When they asked what happened, I
overheard the students in line tell them that a redhead had knocked over the
melon and walked away laughing. I looked around, praying there was another
redhead to throw off suspicion, but, true to the low percentages, 1 was the only
redhead in the group of 80. Fearing the caterers’ wrath, I had to ask my friends to
get extra food for me when they refilled their plates.

Admittedly, there is a chasm of attractiveness between redheaded men
and women... Redheaded women receive the sexy sobriquet of'^Ginger"(Ginger
Rogers, Ginger Spice, Ginger from "GiUigan's Island"), while orange-haired men
get stuck with the pedestrian "Red"(Red Skelton, Red Grange, Erik the Red).
The only other physical traits that so readily suggest their own nickname are
obesity (Minnesota Fats, Fatty Arbuckle, King Louis the Fat) or amputation (Lefty,
Righty, Mordecai "Three-Finger" Brown). So does it aggravate me? Only in as
much that the nicknames are lazy and uncreative. But ifsomeone wants to call
me Mr. Tomato Head, who am I to argue?
Jim_^Steele, 32, male, Pennsylvania
WWW.realmofredheads.com
I’ve grown up watching ail sorts of men try to flirt with my married mother.
They always try to touch her red hair as part of their tactics. Over the years, she
has learned how to fend them off politely. The time soon came for me to garnish
my own attention. I was fascinated and appalled at the broad range of older guys
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who would comment about my hair. Some comments were flattering, while others
were outright vulgar. Each time, though, I am taken back that someone would
take the time to tell me something relating to my hair. I was at a football game
last year when a random guy my age stopped and told me that I had beautiful
hair. He then left. It was such an ego-boost for a college-aged guy - not a guy 20
years older than me - to say something about my hair. I couldn’t help but feel like
a beautiful hair commercial girl for the rest of the day.
I find I am not alone in the comment department. I was at a wedding
shower recently where I was one of five redheads. We milled around the kitchen
as we talked about foundations that had sunscreen but weren’t greasy,fake
tanning products that didn’t turn your skin orange and, best of all, the craziest
pick-up lines we’ve ever been subjected to. I chuckled when all the lines had to
do with our hair and the nymphomaniac stereotype. When will guys ever learn it
won’t get them anywhere? Another time, Lorrie Lyons, a strawberry blonde, said
she had a guy offer her $100 to drop her drawers and prove she was a real
redhead. She just laughed at him and wondered If he really thought it was going
to be that easy.
Planet Redhead was created with these guys in mind. Candi Best of the
Realm of Redheads says the “fetishists,” men who are obsessed with redheads,
kept pestering her for a way to join the Realm and gain access to the contact
information of the members. She didn’t want to subject her members to that kind
of attention without their permission so she started Planet Redhead. Planet
Redhead has more than 1,000 single redheads looking for dates, and 100 paid
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members hunting for the perfect redhead. For $19.95, non-redheads can peruse
galleries of redheads with pictures and information on topics like their sense of
humor to what they are looking for in a girl or guy.
Looking back, Best says she made a mistake by creating Planet Redhead.
“I abhor Planet Redhead,” she says. "I don't pay attention to it, I don't maintain it,
I don't do anything with it except confirm paid members. The only reason I
created it at all was to get the fetishists off my back, because all they did was
whine that they couldn't join the Realm. (I'm not sure what part of‘Realm of
Redheads’ they don't understand, but they aren't exactly the brightest crayons in
the box over there.) You should know that I didn't want to create it, I wish I
wouldn’t have, and I wish It would disappear tomorrow.
/Ve discovered that it's more a state of mind than just a state of hair colour
- to me it means being fiery, outrageous, risky, wild, fun and very Celtic. As I'm
also of Scottish descent - / wear my red hair like a badge of my ancestry and
really enjoy being different and original. I find it sexy and now it is an essential
part of me that I never want to change."
Sally McLean, 30, female, Australia
WWW.realmofredheads.com
An Australian researcher found that women are dying their hair red or
embracing the idea of their natural red hair because it makes the redhead racially
different from white people. Instead of being another white woman,the study
says, the woman is now a redhead with Celtic roots. The Celtic roots are
reported to have originated in Scotland, a country that continues to have the
highest percentage of redheads.
Barry Egan writes in Uwe Ditz’s Redheads that there has been a change
in the mentality of redheads in the past few years. “We have taken on the mantra
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of the black civil rights activists during the sixties in America:‘Say It Loud, We’re
Red and We’re Proud.’...Being a redhead today is a magnificent thing. We stand
out. Not like a sore thumb. We stand out like a beautiful Renaissance painting in
a room full of yellowing Pamela Anderson posters.” Egan says for a long time he
hated his hair and his freckles, even if he did grow up in Dublin. He says it took
him 10 years to like his appearance. ‘‘You realized that women liked you
precisely for the same reason they used to laugh at you when you were a kid:
because you are different. The color of your hair gave you a certain character, an
aura of the decidedly extraordinary. It was a moment of clarity - a defining
moment when it all made sense. Suddenly, I was beautiful.”
Uwe Ditz, the redheaded photographer of Redheads says he had his own
trouble with is hair, but then came to terms with his ‘‘wiry, red curls” when he was
16. “Today, I can certainly say that my red hair has played an important role In
my search for my own identity. At least subconsciously. I hated it, was in awe of
it, felt unnerved by it. And then — I began to like it. Blonde hair? Smooth hair? No
thanks! I am what I am.
This new acceptance of red hair Is starting a domino effect for redheadrelated activities. Along with the Realm of Redheads, Planet Redhead, Pantene’s
Red Expressions and Frieda’s Radiant Red, makeup lines like Redhead’s Fancy
and Just For Redheads are being featured in beauty magazines as the perfect
redhead makeup products. Television commercials are now incorporating more
redheads. Modeling agencies are begging for natural redheads, with the latest
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alert released last year in England. And, the redheaded models are taking over.
most noticeably at Fashion Week in New York City in early 2005.
This progress might come to a screeching halt, though, if Dr. John Gray,
of the Oxford Hair Foundation in London, is right. As reported by United Press
International, Gray estimates that natural red hair may be gone by 2060, a mere
55 years from now. “The way things are going, red hair will either be extremely
rare or extinct,” Gray says. He says the problem stems from only 4 percent of the
world’s population carrying the recessive red hair gene. The problem, he says, is
Intensified when carriers have children with a carrier of the brown hair gene
because the brown gene overpowers the red gene.
Since redheads are technically an endangered species if you believe
Gray’s estimates, Barbara Daley of Barbara Daley Hair and Beauty told the
Liverpool Daily Echo she has the solution. “Do it yourself. Red hair is really
having its fashion moment right now. The trend really is for paler skin and
gorgeous red locks...My advice ...Is to forget about being a blonde bombshell,
enjoy the fashion moment- and be a fiery redhead instead.”
-30
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